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"Look out, Et!" cried Wild, as the Cave Queen darted past him. The next moment the knife was
knocked from Arietta.'s hand and she was struggling to keep the enraged woman
from throwing her over the cliff into the river.
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Young Wild West and the River Rangers
--OR-

THE CAVE QUEEN OF THE YELLOWSTONE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
YOUNG WILD Vl'EST AND YELLOWSTONE DICK.

"I reckon you folks don't ford this river here. Thii. is a
private ford, an' nobody kin use it but them what owns it."
The speaker was a rough-looking man, with matted hair
and beard.
He stood leaning upon a rifle on the bank of the Yellowstone River, in the eastern part of Montana.
The remark he gave utterance to was addressed to a party
of trnvelers numbering eight.
The members of the party were such as would be bound to
attract attention wherever they went. Two boys, a tall man
with long, black hair and mustache and bronzed face; a
young woman something past the age of twenty, two young
girls in their teens and two typical Chinamen constituted the
pai;ty, and all save the Chinamen were attired in fancy riding and hunt:ng suits suitable to their sexes.
There was something rather dashing about them all, but
more especially one of the boys.
He was in the lead, with a very pretty girl of the blonde
type at his side.
His long, light chestnut hair hung down over his shoulders
in a sort of reckless profusion, and his b1:oad-brimmed sombrero tipped back upon his head set off his handsome face to
the very best advantage.
This dashing-look;ng boy was no other than Young Wild
West, commonly known as the Prince of the Saddle and
Champion Deadshot of the West.
The pretty girl at his s.i9e was his sweetheart, Arietta
Murdock, who, like her young and fearless lover, had been
born and reared in what was then known as the Wild West.
The tall man alluded to was Cheyenne Charlie, the famous ~cout and Indian fighter, and the young woman was
'
·
Anna, his wife.
The other boy and girl were Jim Dart, a chum of Young
Wild West's, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gardner.
The two Chinamen were brothers, known as Hop Wah
and Vi'ing Vi'ah, and were the servants of the party.
They brought up the rear of the little procession, which
l1ad been halted on the river bank, and were leading two
sturdy-looking pack horses that were loaded with a camping
outfit:
It was about the middle of an afternoon in summer, and
Young Wild West, who was on a trip with his friends in
search of adventure had decide<l to cross the Yellowstone
and have a couple or' days' hunting in the forest on the upper
side.
The man had stepped from behind a tree just as they
halted, preparatory to taking to the river, which was very
shallow at that point.
They had been following the stream for over two -miles.

looking fo1· just such a place to ford it, and now that they
had found it, they were informed that they could not cross
at that point.
. It was certainly an unheard-of thing to be told that one
could not cross a river right in the midst of a wilderness,
where no one Lved and nature reigned supreme.
Young Wild West was not in the habit of being cl1ctated
to by any one, and to have a rough, villainous-looking stranger tell him such a thing as that was not altop-ether to his
liking.
"So we can't ford this rived here?" he said, coolly. "It is
a private ford, is it? Well, that is something new, I must
say!"
"Never mind how new it is," was the reply, while the man
scowled at the boy and placed his hand on the butt of a revolver that showed from a holster at his side. "You folks
don't go across the river-not here, anyway! This is private.
This ford belongs to ther River Rangers, an' it has been
settled that none but members of th&r gang kin go across
'here. That's ther rules, an' any one as tries ter break the
rules, after bein' told about it, might jest as well order his
grave dug."
A curious smile played about the lips of Young Wild
West, while his companions looked at the man in amazement.
They all came to the quick conclusion that the stranger
must be crazy.
"My friend," said the dashing young deadshot, calmly, "I
am sorry to have to break the rule laid down by the River
Rangers, but we are going to cross here."
"Yer are, hey? Show yourselves, boys!"
The words were har?lY out of the man's mouth when fully
a doz~n rascally _lookmg fellows rus'.1ed from the cov_er of
the willows that !med the bank and stood before our fnends .
They were all am1ed to the tee~h, and looked as though
t~ey_ we_re not very apt at followmg the style of dress of
.
.
.
civilization.
9f course, Young Wild West and his friends were sur.
prised to see so many men appear before them. .
But the young leader of the party was not a b1t fnght.
ened.
On the other hand, he was as cool as an iceberg.
He quickly whipped out a revolver from his belt and
.
levele<l it at the man who had first appeared:
"I gues~ I u.~1derstand Y':>Ur game," he :3a1d,. m an easy
Now, th<'n, if you want to hve sixty seconds
tone of voice.
longer, just tell your gang to light out! I mean bm,·nes~."
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart had drawn their sixshooters, too, and they were waving them slowly before the
faces of the crowd.
"I guess we may as well have a hand in the game, too,
girls," remarked Young Wild West's vretty. irolden-haired
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sweetheart, as she raised her r:fle and leveled it at one of the
men.
Then the scout's wife and Eloise quickly took their revolvers from the holsters and showed themselves aggressive.
The villains-for they certainly were villains, and of the
worst type, too-seemed to be dumfounded at the sudden
turn of affairs.
There was no mistaking the look on Young Wild West's
face.
He said that he meant business, and there was no reason
for any one to doubt him.
Perhaps half a minute passed without a word being said.
Then the leader of the gang of men 11:ave a sort of grunt
to relieve the pressure of his feelings and exclaimed:
"Jumpin' frogs!"
"That's right," retorted our hero, quickly. "You will all
be jumping frogs in about thirty seconds now, for lead is
going to fly, and you will jump as you never jumped before!"
"Say, we don't want no trouble with you. Go on an' ford
ther river, if yer want tcr," said the man.
"That's what we arc going to do. But before we do it you
have got to make your gang light out. You have got just
about ten seconds to do it in!"
"Go on away, boys!!" cried the leader, quickly. "They
might shoot, an' if they do there'll be some damage clone. I
don't want ter pass in my chips yet. I've got a long an'
pleasant life ahead of me."
The men, who liacl appeared so quickly at his command,
seemed very glad of the chance to withdraw.
There were too many shooting-irons pointing at them to
111ake them feel comfortable.
Rack they hastened among the willows.
''Keep right on going!" called out Young Wild West. "The
fin;t act of treachery on your part means the sure death of
your leader!"
Though our friends could not see them, the villains made
plenty of noise as they walked away and they kept right on
moving, too.
·
'
·
Our hero waited until he could no longer hear them, and
then, looking at the man who had held them up, observed:
"You have a horse handy by, I suppose?"
"Yes, right over there," and the villain pointed to a clump
· of bushes.
"Jim, go and get his horse for him."
"All right, Wild," Dart answered, as he quickly cl;smounted.
"'Vhat are yer goin' ter do ? " asked the man, showing
signs of great uneasiness.
"Oh! nothing much. I just want you to ford the river with
us, that's all. You shouldn't object to doing that. The fording place belongs to you and your gang, and you ought to be
able to stee1· us over without getting wet."
"Oh, I'll show yer ther way, if that's what yer want," and
the fellow looked relieved.
"It is quite likely that we could find the way easy enough.
But if we take you along over the river your friends will
not be so apt to shoot at us from the bushes. See the
point?"
"I see."
Jim found the horse just where he said it was, and he now
led it forward.
Mount, Mr. What's-your-name," said Wile}, speaking in his
cool and easy way.
"If yer don't know who I am I'll tell yer," was the quick
reply, as the man started to obey the command. "I'm Yallerstone Dick, ther captain of ther River Rangers, which is
an organization ter put down crime in these here parts."
"Ah! I see. I am real glad to meet you, Yellowstone
Dick. I hope I shall see more of you before we leave this
place. We came up here to do a little hunting and look for
adventures. -We may be able to help you put down crime.
Is there much of it around here?"
"There's mighty queer things happenin' along ther banks
of ther river every day," was the retort. "You folks .iest
stay around here, an' yer might wish that you'd never come."
"All right. Maybe you might wish you had never interfered with us. You can't always tell, you know."
"Do yer think so?"
"I feel sure of it."
"Say, I've told yer who I am; now you tell me who you
are."
"Certainly. I am Young Wild West."
The villain gave a start and eyed the boy sharply.
"I've heard tell of yer," he said, as he rested his foot in

.

the stirrup preparatory to mounting. "I might have knowed
it was you when yer p'inted that shooter at me so all-fh-ed
quick. Well, Young Wild West, you've got a big name
fur a boy; but it ain't no place fur you up here along ther
banks of ther Yallerstone, I kin tell yer that. Ther trail
what runs along on ther other side of ther river is a clangerous one ter travel, much less hang around. You've heard
what I have said; now if yer want me ter ford ther river
with yer, come on!"
·
The man seemed to be quite self-possessed now, and he
swung himself in the saddle, with an air of extreme coolness.
Our hero smiled, and said:
"Go on across, Yellowstone Dick, and we will follow. I
wouldn't have missed meeting you for a whole lot of money!
The chances are that we will have a lively time of it up
here on the banks of the Yellowstone."
"Yer kin bet your life we will!" spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, who had been doing his best to keep still, and had succeeded in doing it for quite a little while.
Yellowstone Dick now put his horse to the shallow water
and the rest followed without loss of time.
Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart were keeping a sharp
watch in the direction the band of villainom;-looking men had
gone, for they did not know at v;hat moment they might take
a notion to charge them and try to rescue their leader.
But nothing of the sort haprened, and soon our friends
were across the river without hardly wetting the bellies of
their horses.
"Now, Mr. Yellowstone Dick," said Wild, "you can go on
over to your friends. But before you go I am going to give
you a little advice. It is this: Don't interfere with us, for
if you do you will get the worst of it. We all know that you
and your men are outlaws, and that you have a habit of
stopping those you meet and robbing- them. We are judges
of l~uman nature enough to kno~ this with.out being told.
S~ Just: govern yourselves aecordmgly. It is a hobby my
friend and,, myself have to break up such gangs as yours,
0
Y ,~ kno~.
,,
.
All right, was the reply, and t~en Yellows.tone Dick
turned and started back to the other side of the nver.
___ ·

I

CHAPTER II.
OUR FRIENDS GO INTO CAMP.

"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, turning to Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, "I guess we are in for something no\V.
For the past three clays you have been worrying because
things have run along so smoothly, and now, all of a sudden,. we find ourselves stacked up against about a dozen ugly
looking galoots, who call themselves the River Rangers."
"Me countee allee samee thil-tleen bad Melican mans, Misler Wild," spoke up the Chinaman called Hop Wah, who was
always listening to what was said, especially when there was
anything of importance on hand.
" "Well. I guess there was thirteen, Hop," the scout retorted.
It's what some folks calls an unlucky number, an' I'll bet
Yallerstone Dick will find that it is if he 'tempts ter interfere
with us any more."
"He will certainly do that, C)arlie," our hero said. "I
could read that much right in his face. He is what might
be called a shrewd man of the ignorant type, and he won't
rest until he thinks he has devised some way to g~t square
with us for the way we handled them. The River Rangers,
as they call themselves, meant to rob us, and it was simply
a clever ruse on the part of Yellowstone Dick to divert our
attention while his men surrounded us. The game d;dn't
work very well, though."
"I should reckon not," observed the scout, as he took a
fresh chew of tobacco.
"Makee bad Melican mans feel allee samee pletty sickee,
so be," Hop Wah spoke up.
_"It's a wonder you di1n't try ter work some of your funny
tncks on that gang while they was standin' there like a lot
of bugs on a log," Charlie said.
"Me havee no chancee," was the reply. "Misler }Vild no
lettee stay, so be."
•
Hop certainly could work funny tricks, as Cheyenne Charlie remarked.
He was a very clever sleight-of-hand performer and a
lover of practical joking as well.
'
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The fact that he was always ready to do something won"You are right on that, Charlie," Wild answered, as he
derful made him a rather remarkable character, indeed.
also dismounted. "Hop, you and Wing get a move on you
The Chinese coat he usually wore was one of the kind that and get the tents up. It is early, I know, but the quicker
looks like oilcloth on the outside, and on the inside it was we get things to rights the better it will be."
fairly lined with pockets.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the two Celestials,
It was in these mysterious pockets that Hop carried his simultaneously.
stock of supplies and incidentals he used in performing his
Then the scene took on a bustling aspect.
clever tricks.
The horses were unsaddled and tied where they could get
His brother, Wing, was the cook for our friends, and be- the gTass, and the work of putting up the tents was begun.
yond cooking he knew little.
All hands joined in putting things in shape, and in a fe,v
He was certainly nothing like Hop, other than in looks.
minutes it was done.
Both were very innocent in appearance, Hop really being
Then our hero and his charming sweetheart stepped over
more that way than Wing.
to the edge of the cliff and took in what they could see of
Young Wild West and his friends remained at a halt near the winding river.
the bank of the river for a few minutes, holding their rifles I This was not much, since the high cliff shut off the view
ready to shoot, in case the River Rangers made a move to on the left, and the stream turned sharply in at the right.
attack them from the other side.
But they could see considemble of the country on the
But this the villains did not do, ~o the dashing young other side, though not up as far as the fording place.
deadshot gave the word and they all 1·ode around a bend in
··well, there isn't so much to be seen, after all, Et," said
the cliff that ran Ul) almost from the water's edge and struck the dashing young deaclshot. "But it is not our purpose to
a beaten trail that ran almost parallel with the stream.
take _in the scenery along the Yellowstone R;ver, anyhow.
"I wonder where this trail leads to?" remarked Arietta.
We did not come here for that."
·
"Oh, I suppose there are several small settlements along
"No, we didn't come here for that, Wild. We came here
the 1·iver," Wild answered. "It looks as though it is used just the same as we go to other places-just to run the
quite often, by the hoofprints there are to be seen. There chances of meeting with something that is new to us."
are wagon ruts, too, which shows that there is considerable
"You have got that right, sweetheart," and the boy
traffic this way."
\aughed. "You should have added that we are always 1oo1C'·I reckon ye1· will see about two wagons pass here in a mg for something startling to turn up."
week," observed the scout, chuckling.
"Xou are, I know. You couldn't live with any degree of
"Well, that is pretty ,g·ood, for a place of this kind, Char- comfort unless you were running into some kind of dang-er
lie," Anna spoke up. "This is a pretty wild part of the coun- ~v~ry day.''.
try, you ought to know.''
I know it, Et. But I have got into that way, and I can't
"I do know it, an' that's why I like ter be here," was the ~eem _to get ou~ of it. But-hello! there's something that
reply. "Ther wilder ther country is, an' ther worse ther 1s ~ htt!e startlmg,_ now!"
people ter be found in it are, ther better I like it. Then I
'I he. girl caught sight of the object that had attracted h:s
kin have excitement, which, I think, is part of my life."
attention almost at the same moment he did.
''I like your sentiment, Charlie," Jim Dart spoke up. "You
A c_anoe pr~pelled by a woman had just popped around the
are all right."
bend m the river and was going swiftly. down.
Wild laughed.
The woman was attired in a buckskin skirt and bodice that
"You fellows will soon be talking about the beauties of looked to _be ~ell worn, and her long hair hung over her
nature, I reckon," he said. "Well, keep right on talking. shoulders m disorder.
.
While you are at it we will be riding along the trail here. I
She could not have been more than thM:ty, and the glimpse
want to find a suitable spot to go in camp near by some- they g~t of her face told them that she was not very prewhere. We want to be careful and get where we will be all possessmg.
.
right in case the River Rangers or some other gang should
She paddled the canoe, _which was only large enough to
take a notion to make it unpleasant for us and at the same ho},d one or two pe~sons, with dexterity,
t;me be where the game is plentiful."
That looks _a bit out of place in this wild part of the
"That's right, Wild," Charlie answered. "Well, it won't co~ntry, don't _it, Et?" aske~ Wild. .
. ,
take us long ter find a place ter camp on this side of ther
I should thmk that she did. Possibly she 1s t11e wife of
river. I wouldn't · wonder ·if there's plenty of caves here. one of the gang who call themselves the River Rangers. Ah!
Look at ther bluffs an' rocks that run up from the river. th~re ~he goes pas~. The canoe is heading for some point on
Right below here there's over a mile of cliffs. I seen it this side of the nver, but we can't see where it is from
when we was ridin' along, jest afore we come to ther ford."
here." .
"We will ride down as far as the cliffs and see what we
A mmute later and the canoe was lost to view.
can find there, Charlie.''
,
So engrossed in watching it had the two been that they
The trail led. up 1:- slope and soon they were following a had fa.led to call the a_ttention of their comp~nions to it.
level stretch, with !ugh, craggy rocks on the side that overJust as they were gomg to tell them about 1t a horseman
hung the Yellowstone, shutt:ng the stream from view.
rode up and came to a halt before the camp on the bluff.
Back on the left was a rolling country that was well
wooded, sloping gradually upward to be · lost among the
foothills of a distant mountain range far to the north.
There certainly must be plenty of game in that forest.
CHAPTER III.
And. no doubt they would find more t}lan they could eat
right close to the river.
THE SITUATION BECOMES MORE INTERESTING.
!ust about a mile above the ford they came to a spot that
suited them finely for a camping place.
.
If the horseman who suddenly rode up to the camp of
It was only about two hundred feet from the trail and Young Wi!d West was one of the River Rangers he certainly
scarcely more than fifty from the edge of the cliff that over- changed his appearance greatly, for none of our friends reclooked the river.
ognized him.
_It was. really what might be called a wide ledge, for the
"How do yer do, strangets ?" the man said, as he disc~1ff contmued on up, rounding from the edge of the preci- mounted.
~'Kin yer tell me how fur it is ter Bull Neck?
pice to a rather narrow opening, t!J.rough which they rode to I've never been this way afore, an' I don't know much· about
find the spot.
where I'm going. I was told this mornin' that Bull Neck
A tiny stream of water tr;ckled down from the rocks above, was a little village about forty miles do,vn ther river. I
while near at hand there was a gradual slope toward the reckon I've rode putty nigh forty miles since then, an' I
bend they had rounded to find the spot, which was thick ain't struck anything like a settlement or willage yet."
with succulent grass for the horses.
"I am sorry to say that we are strangers in these parts,
A tree had fallen near the edge of the cliffs many months and
that we never heard of a place called Bull Neck," Wild
before, and the wood was dry and ready to be bi·oken up answered,
as he quickly sized up the man and came to the
and burned.
conclusion that he was not what he represented himself to be.
"I reckon we couldn't have struck a better place if it had
One glance at his horse would have satisfied an ordinary
"You are right on thfl,t, Charlie," Wild answered, as he observer that he had not ridden anything like forty miles,
dismounted and looked about him, with an air of satisfaction. for the animal appeared to be very fresh.
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"So you're strangers here, eh?" and the horseman glanced
around· the camp and took in all that was to be seen . "Well,
I reckon you'1·e in ther same boat with me, then. I'll take a
little rest here, I reckon."
"Ce1'tainly. Rest as long as you like," said Wild. "Your
horse seems to be pretty well tired out."
The stranger looked at him keenly when he said this, but
the boy never let on but what he really thought the horse
was tired, so he became satisfied, and soon led the steed
a way to graze.
Then he came back and took a seat near the girls, just as
though he had known them all a long time.
"My name is Jones," he explained. "Bob Jones is what
everybody calls me. I quit my job with a gang what's surveyin' fur a railroad about a hundred miles from here, last
week, an' I'm tryin' ter git somewhere an' sell my horse, so
I kin take a train fur Cheyenne, where I live when I'm
home."
"Is that so?" Wild asked. "It is a wonder that you didn't
go back the way you came."
"Well, I had a little ti·ouble with ther boss of ther gang,
<J.n' I had ter leave in a hurry, yer know."
"Oh! I see."
"Yes, that's right. Say, who might you folks be, anyhow?"
"Oh, that doesn't make a great deal of difference, I guess."
Our hero had taken a dislike to him, and he felt that he
might as well let him know it.
but that the man was
There was no doubt in his mind
~ crook, and he could not help thinking that he had been
sent there by Yellowstone Dick.
"Well, yer don't have ter tell me who yer are, if yer don't
"vant ter, young feller. I'm used te1· meetin' all kinds of
people, an' I never thinks strange of anything."
Then he calmly produced a pipe and proceeded to fill it
with tobacco.
Having filled it, he lighted it and pulled away in silence
for a few minutes.
"Quite a comfortable camp you've got here," he said, after
a while. "Intend ter stay long?"
"We haven't decided on that yet. It all depends on what
·
liappens," Wild an!wered.
"Depends on what happens, eh? Why, do yer think there's
anything goin' ter happen?"
"Well, something is liable to happen most any time, you
know. We are of the sort who like to have things happen.
We are never satisfied unless something is turning up all
the time."
"Oh, yer are, eh? I shouldn't think you'd want ter stay
long around here, with them gals you've got with yer.
S'pose a gang of outlaws, or somethin' like that, should come
along an' make it warm fur yer? If that happened what
would ther gals do?"
"Oh, I guess they could give a pretty good account of
themselves. What makes you think that a gang of outlaws
is likely to come along and bother us?"
"Well, my experience is that a party of travelers is never
safe _in parts of ther country like this is. There's very bad
men around, yer know. They've been drove out of ther
towns, an' they jest lay around ter rob an' kill, an' don't
care no more about ther law than nothin' at all. Then,
ag'in, there's .bad Injuns always floatin' around from ther
reservations. Yer ought ter know what they are, when
they take a notion!"
"I know pretty well what redskins are. But I would rather
trust some of them I know than I would some white men."
"Oh, I don't doubt that. Yer can't trust no one these
days. Why, how could you tell whether I was straight or
not? I might be a robber, for all you know."
Wild smiled at this remark.
"You might be, that's true," he answered. "But if you
were it wouldn't make a particle of difference to us."
"ls that ther way you look at it, young feller?"
"Certainly. We are so used to dealing with outlaws and
road agents that it has got to be really more of a pleasure
than anything else when we meet them."
l.lob Jones, as he had introduced himself, looked at the
young aeadshot curiously.
"You're what I calls a peculiar sort of boy," he ventured,
·
after a pause.
~ guess I am."
At this juncture Hop, who had been regarding the stranger
with considerable interest, stepped up.

"Me allce same velly smartee Chinee," he said, smiling in
his bland way.
"I didn't ask yer ter tell me that, did I?" queried Jones,
showing that he disliked Chinamen.
"You no askee, but me tellee you, so be," Hop said, casting a look at Wild to fincl whether or not he approved the
·
action he was takintr.
'l'he clever Chinaman had been observing closely, and he
had come to the conclusion that Wild did not like the man.
That was why he had stepped up and put in his oar.
Our hero nodded for him to go ahead.
That was all Hop wanted.
"You no likee poor Chi nee?" he queried, shaking his head,
sadly.
"No!" was the quick reply. "I never seen a heathen what
was any good!"
"Me allee samee velly muchee good. Me gottee uncle in
China whattee velly muchee sma1tee, and me allee samee
likee my uncle; me velly muchee smartee, too, so be."
"Do you allow your heathen servants ter insult yer
guests?" asked Jones, turning to Wild.
"No, of course not."
"Well, I wish you'd tell ther galoot ter let me alone, then.
I don't want ter talk ter him."
"But you are not our guest."
"I ain't? What in thunder am I, then?"
"You are a sneaking coyote, who came hei·e to find out
all you could, and then go back and report to Yellowstone
Dick!"
Wild spoke very coolly as he saicl this, and when he saw
the man turn all colors he knew that he had hit the nail
squarely on the head.
"I'm surprised ter hear yer talk like that, young feller,"
Jones said, as he arose to his feet. "I'm an honest man, an'
a stranger in these parts, an' I did hope that you would take
te1· me sorter kindly. But if I ain't welcome here I'll go."
"Go on! That is just what; we want you to do. ,Go and
tell Yellowstone Dick that when he gets i-eady to tackle us
he'll find us ready, too. Don't forget that."
"I don't know who yer mean by Yellowstone Dick."
"Yes, you do. You know who I am, too. You tell Yellowstone Dick that Young Wild West sends his compliments,
and that the next time he meets him lead will fly."
"You likee havee cigar before you go, Misler Jones?"
Hop asked, coolly holding out a cigar that ·was as black as
ink.
No one expected to see him take it, but he did.
He did not light it, however, but put it in his pocket.
Then he hurriedly got his horse and put on the saddl and
bridle.
It was plain that Bob Jones was really anxious to get
away from the camp now.
His reckless, insolent way left him and he was now \'ery
,
meek.
"I'm sorry yer made sich a mistake in me, Young Wild
West," he called out, as he swung himself in the saddle.
"Some time I'll be able ter prove to yer that I'm as honest
as you are."
"Light out!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie, picking up his
rifle.
That was quite enoug·h. ·
The man rode off at a gallop and was quickly lost to view.
"Well, I never saw a more impertinent villain in my life!"
Arietta declared. "Why, he just sat there as though he was
the boss of the camp! If he is not a scheming scoundrel
I'll miss my guess."
"You've hit it just 1·ight, Arietta," Jim spoke up. "I expected to hear Wild let out on him long before he did."
"Well, I wanted to see just how far he would go," our
hero answered. "When he showed his dislike for Hop I
thought it about time to let it go at him. Was that a
straight cigar you gave him, Hop?"
"No, Misler Wild," was the 1·eply; "lat cigar allee samee
gottee plenty powder in. Me t'inkee um bad Melican man
wantee lillee smoke, so me makee lillee bang, too, so be."
"Well, there will be some fun when he smokes it, even if
we don't have the pleasure of see:ng it."
Young Wild West was now very much interested.
There were several things to be done now, and he was not
going to leave the Yellowstone River until they were accomplished.
One was to find out something about the woman who had
gone past in the canoe; another was to learn whether or n
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Bob Jones had come to the camp at the instigation of Yel- that my dad's ther leader of, Bob Jones. Hurry up about it,
lowstone Dick, and the main thing ·of all was to hunt down too! If I only thought that you was ther one what killed my
Phil you'd die in less than a minute!"
the River Rangers and put them out of bus:ness.
"That's all l'ig-ht, Mag-," answered the villain, showing just
the least bit of nervousness, as he huri-ie<lly led his horse
through the doorway. "You know very well I didn't kill Phil.
Why, he was one of ther best friends I eve1· had."
"Some one of ther River Rangers killed him, jest thcr
CHAPTER IV.
same!" was the retort. "I'll find out some day!"
"I hope yer do, Mag-."
THE CAVE QUEEN AND THE RIVER RANGERS.
But the words belie,l the wav they were spoken.
If the half-demented woman could only have comprehended
We will now follow the man who called himself Bob Jones,
she might have surely believed that she had accused the
as he is to figure prominently in our story.
Young Wild West had not made one bit of a mistake when l'ight person.
But the fact was that in her "spells," as the villains calle<l
he set him down for a villain.
Jones was not in exactly what might be termed a pleasant them, she had a way of accusing every one she met of being
the murderer of he1· husband.
frame of mind when he rode away from the camp.
"Confound it all!" he muttered, as he brought his horse · Jones led his horse past the woman and soon came to a
to a slower pace after reaching- the trail that 1·an along- b"g chamber, where there were as many as fifteen horses
parallel with the river. "I had no idea that it was g-omg to stabled.
He tied his to a ring in the rocky wall, and then, turning
turn out that way. I felt sure that m y nerve would can-y me
through nicely. That boy is a humscorcher, an' there a:n't to the left, walked through a short passage and entered a
good-sized apartment in the cavernous place that was fitted
no mistake about that!"
'The villain rode along for just about half a mile and then up with rather 1·ude furniture that was necessary to a dining room, liv:ng room and kitchen combined.
he came to a halt and looked back.
This was the home of the gang of thieYes calling themNot the least sign of a human being could be seen, and,
becoming satisfied that he had not been followed, he turned selves the Rive1· Rangers.
For over six months they had lived there undiscoverPd.
his horse toward a cleft in the rocky wall that reared itself
There had originally been fifteen, but one of them-Phil
along at tht. land side of the bluff and rode through almost
Parker, the husband of the woman who called hel'self the
to the very edge of the .high bank.
He looked up and down the l'iVel' as far as he could see on Cave Queen-had been myster:ously murdered.
The entire band, with the exception of the captain, had
either side, but could see nothing out of the ordinary.
"I wonde1· where Mag is?" he muttered. "I hope she is been out at the time, and thus it was that the Cave Queen
not in her tantrums again to-day. That woman will be the suspected that some of them had committed the deed.
Phil Parker had manied the daughter of the man known
death of some of us vet. Sometimes she is as gentle as a
a sudden, she turns into a regular as Yellowstone Dick, and she had stuck to him through thick
kitten, and then, all
wildcat. She's crazy, that's sure. But Yellowstone Dick and th·n, even though she had pa1tly lost her mind after
don't like any one ter say that, 'cause she's his daughter. their little child died.
She had come with the robber band to the big- cave on the
She calls herself the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone every
time she gets one of the spells on her. A fine queen she'd bank of the Yellowstone, and sometimes she had aided them
in robbing the travelers who went along the trail.
make! Ha, ha, ha!"
But since the death of her husband the woman had never
The villain now 1·ocle along a ledge, the edge of wh:ch was
d'd anything but cook meals for the men, when she took the
dangerously close to the empty air.
He went down with a gradual descent until he came to a notion, and look after the welfal'e of her fathPl', to a cerplace where the ledge 1·ounded shoreward and widened tain extent.
There were times when she appeared to know no one, and
;;lightly at the same time.
Then it was that he came to a door that was made of tl1en it was that the River Rang-e1·s feared lier, even to her
·
own father.
wooden bars, with little openings a few inches squa1·e.
Bob Jones found the entire membei·i>hip of the gang gn.thThe frame fot the doo1· was built into what seemed to be
solid rock, but a close look would have shown that a mason ered in the cave.
.
had been at work there.
"That's what g-its ther best of me ah,/ays," saill Bob Jones, . Some were seated before a long table, sm~kmg and readm the rude
sleepmg
'::e1·e
as he dismounted. "Why Dick ever allowed sich a door as mg old book~ and p~pers; othe1s
that made I don't know. It was Mag what wanted jt, of II bunks that l ned a side and end. of the almost square cave.
course. She sa;d she ·wanted to be able to look out and see apartment, and <?thers \Yere pl;iym_g- card_,;.,
things, an' at ther same time have ther door locked, so no . Yel_lowstone Dick sat near t,1e head of tne table, s1nokmg
.
.
one could con~e an' steal her avYay. But how it was that Dick his pipe.
He looked up. expectantly as Jones came rn.
give in ter sich a foolish notion I don't know."
"Well, how did yer · make out, B01? ?" he a~ked. "I ditln't
Just then a face apneal'ed at one of the square openings
har~ly expect ,ver back so soon .. D1d ye\,,have a talk with
of the curiously built door.
It was the face of the woman Young Wild West and Al'i- th~1 boy :whats_ called Y_oung_ W~ld West.
I sartmly tLd, qaptam Dick, was the reply, as Jones
ptta had seen g-oing down the river in the canoe.
The gaze of the woman was almost what might be called a walked over near hnn and sat down.
"Well?"
vacant stal'e as shP peered between the square bars of the
"I got run out!"
door.
"Yer did?"
''Open the dool', Mag," said Jones, assuming a kindly man"Yes; I found that they car.rn:xl about half a mile abo1·e
ner.
Without a word, she took d0'\\'11 a bai· from the inside and here, an' I jest rode up an' asked 'em how fur it was t<>r Bull
Neck, sayin' l'd been ever since mornin' tryin' ter git therP.
swung- the door open.
"Thank vou, Mag. You are looking bette1· since vou had Ther boy took notice right away that my hol'se d'dn't look
very tired-though I didn't think much abuut th:.:t unt1l
your paddle on the 1.-ver. You're a P;ood girl, vou are."
· "If I am it ain't fur vou ter t ell it ter me. Bob Jones. I afterward."
"An' yer got run out, did yer ?"
don't like you, an' you know it. Ther man I like is dead."
"Yes. Ter make a short story about it, Young· Wil1l West
"Well, never mind, Mag. Maybe vou'll 'ind another one
that you will like just as well some day. Who knows, eh?" seemed ter know that you sent me ter hunt him an' his o;ang
up, so's yer could git a line on 'em. He told me ter tell yer
The eyes of the woman flashed.
"Never!" she cried, vehemently. "There ain't no man like that he sends his compliments, an' that ther next time he
Phil Parker was. There never will be one like him! He was meets yer lead is g-oin' ter fly."
The leader of the River Rangers seemed much disturbed at
good ter me, an' I loved him. I love him yet, an' every day
I've got ter git in my canoe an' go ter ther place where he's this.
The rest of the band of villains were listening to what was
buried. Some day I'll find out who it was what killed Phil,
an' then there'll be ther greatest time that ever happened being- said, and they were more than interested, too.
Bob Jones then 1·elated just about what had occurred after
along the Yellowstone . River. I'm ther Cave Queen, an' I·
1·ule things around here! Git inside with ther gang of rascals he rode up to the camp of our hero.
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Yellowstone Dick shook his head, while an ugly scowl came
over his fac e.
"We'll see about this!" he exclaimed, fairly gnashing his
teeth. "Young Wild West is sart inly ther coolest an' quickest galoot I ever met. But that don't say that he's goin' to
git the1· best of me every time we meet. We'll see how much
hot lead will fly when we meet ag'inl I reckon it'll be me
that'll g ;t in ther first shot. So they intend t e1· stay around
here fur a while, do they? Well, rll bet that they've got
considerable money with 'em, an' ii's us that wants that
money. 'l'hat's what we're in business fur, boys. We want
other peoplo's money !"
"An' we don't want no sich f ellers as that boy an' his pards
around here, either . They've got ter go under 'cause ther
first thing yer know they'll be huntin' us out of here," spoke
up one of the villains, who was leaning on his elbow in one
of t he bunks.
"Like as not that's what they're up here for," suggested
another. "Yer know there's a r eward offe1·ed for us, Captain
Dick."
"Yes, I know about ther reward, all right," and the villainous leader gave a chuckle. "But I don't think Young Wild
West come around here on purpose t er hunt down ther River
Rangers. He wouldn't have brung women folks with him if
he had."
"Well, I reckon we've got ter fix 'em, or they'll fix us!" exclaimed Bob Jones.
"Jest wait till to-night ," Yellowstone Dick retorted. "I
1·eckon I'll find a way ter do it."

CHAPTER V.
THE VICTIM OF THE RIVER RANGERS.

The afte1lrioon passed away and soon the rays of the declining sun fell full upon the camp of Young Wild West and
his friends:
Since the· departure of Bob Jones they had not seen the
least sign of a human being.
But they all felt quite sure that there were people not far
away.
The fact that a woman had gone down the ~-iver in a canoe
was evidence of this, not speaking of the m eeting with the
River Rangers, and the visit of Jones.
Wild had decided to make a tour of investigation after
darkness set in.
Both the woman and Jones had headed in the same direction when he saw them last, and he was of the opinion that
they both hung out at the same place.
Of course, he felt sure that Jones was one of the River
Rangers, for what would he be doing around there with a
horse that looked as though it had not covered half a dozen
miles duTing the day?
"Boys," he said to Charlie and Jim, as the thrne sat near
the edge of the cliff, while the girls were helping the cook
get supper ready, "I reckon we'll find out something surprising to-night. I had no idea that we were going to strike
a gang of outlaws up this way; but it certainly has been
our lot to do it. If we catch the trail you can bet we will see
something happen, providing a traveler happens to come this
way. This gang called the River Rangers have a pretty soft
thing of it here, I shouldn't wonder. It is not likely that
very many people pass here during a whole week, and they
wait for those they think are pretty well fixed with money,
and then stop them.' There being thirteen of them, as we
know, and pe1·haps more, they are bound to come out victorious every time they make a holdup. As soon as we get
supper we will take a ride in the direction Bob Jones took
and if we don't run across anything before it gets dark, I
will let you two come on back, and I will take a little scout
around among the rocks on the river bank."
The young deadshot's partners nodded.
They were always ,villing to do anything he said, for they
relied upon him to be 1·ight in anything he did.
It was a pretty good meal that they sat down to a few minutes later.
But th:s was nothing new for them, since they always
managed to carry a pretty good supply of the provisions
they most needed, and the game being plentv, they had a
chance to change the bill of fa r e as often as they pleased.
Almost the first thing that morning, after they left the

spot they had camped at over night, they had struck a flock
of nice, fat ducks, and all hands, except the two Chinamen,
had showed their good marksmanship.
They had dropped neady twenty of the water fowl, and
now they were going to have broiled duck as the principal
article of diet for their supper.
Wing knew how to prepare duck as well as any one living,
and with some roasted potatoes, corn mufi'.ins made by Anna,
and good coffee, they surely had an appetizing meal.
As an extm dish they had some bear steaks, cut thin and
fried with bacon.
This was more for the benefit of Cheyenne Charlie than
any one else, since he not only liked to hunt bears, but was
very fond of the choice cuts that could be taken from the
meat.
To say that they all had excellent appetit es would be putting it rather mildly.
The outdoor life they led, and the exerci se they took each
day, was bound to create a,1 appetite.
The meal over with, Charlie and Jim looked questioningly
.
at Wild.
"We will wait until a few minutes before it beg:ns to grow
dark, boys," he said. "Then, if we don't sec anything of any
one, I will go on down along the river and try and find ou_t
something."
Charlie l ighted his pipe and sat down.
Though it was summer the nights were pretty cool, and
the campfire did not feel out of place after the sun went
down.
Wing, the cook, busied himself clearing up the remain s of
the evening meal, and Hop got very much interested in
something he was busy making.
Hop was quite a genius, and the many things he manufactured to help him carry out his sleight-of-hand business were
really wonde1ful.
Just now he was working on a piece of fireworks, which he
thought would be something entirely new.
"What are yer makin', Hop?" the scout asked, as he got up
and walked over and took a seat by h im.
"Me allee samee makee lillee fireworks, Misler Charlie,"
was the reply. "Me allee samee scaree um Liver Langers,
so be."
"Is that so?" and Chadie leaned over to look closer at the
thing the Chinaman was working on.
As he did so some of the hot ashes dropped from his pipe,
and the next m inute there was a puff of smoke and a burst of
flame, and then both Hop and the scout went rolling on the
ground.
It happened so· suddenly that Wild and the rest were
amazed. .
"Whattee mattee ?" called out Hop, shrilly.
"Great gimlets!" cried Cheyenne Charlie, as he raised himself to a sitting posture and looked around, wildly. "What
done that?"
Jim Dart broke into a laugh.
"I guess Hop's fireworks did it," he answer ed. "That ought
to teach you not to go too close to powder with a lighted
pipe. Are you hurt much?"
Jim had seen the whole thing, as he was looking at them
when it happened.
"I reckon I ain't hurt much," answered the scout, ris ing
to his feet and brushing his face with his hand. "So it was
me what done that, eh?"
"It surely was, Charlie," Dart answered.
Anna hastened to assist her husband, while Wild went over
and helped Hop to his feet.
"Me velly solly," the Chinaman said, shaking his head,
sadly. "Me havee velly nicee firework if Misler Charlie no
settee off."
"I reckon it was pretty nice, anyhow," Wild replied, as he
laughed at the dismayed Celestial "So long as neither of
you are hurt it is all right. You can make mo1·e fireworks,
Hop."
Hop wiped his face, which had been burned slightly by the
flash.
"Allee samee go biff!" he said. "Me no havee done, so me."
'Tm mighty glad it wasn't done!" Charlie spoke up, as he
began searching about the ground for his pipe. "If it would
have been any worse after it was done I wouldn't want to
be very close ter it. I thought my eyes was put out when
ther blamed thing went off. Who would have thought that
anything like that was goin' ter happen?"
"Such things always happen unexpectedly, Charlie," spoke
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up Arietta. "If you both had known the thing was going to
explode you would have got out of the way."
"Well, I guess that's right enough," admitted Charlie.
"Come on, Wild. Let's take a walk an' see if anything's goin'
on out on ther trail."
Anna insisted on brusilljlg him off first, and then he started
out of the camp alone.
Charlie did not exactly like the way they laughed a t him,
but he knew it was best not to say anything about it.
Wild and Jim came along and joined him .
"It's all right, Charlie," said our hero. " It was an accident.
It isn't half as bad as thoug-h a trick had been played on you
by Hop. You both got it about the same, but as no one was
hUl't it is what I call a pretty good joke, played by you unexpectedly."
"That's right, Wild," was the reply ; and then he changed
the subject by adding: "Come on; let's see what we kin see
out on ther trail."
The tl1Tee walked out on the edge of the trail, and then, as
ii it just happened for their benefit, they saw a big, covered
wagon, drawn by four horses, coming along at a pretty good
clip.
The outfit was coming- from down the river, and the driver
was urging. rus horses, as though he was an xious to get
somewhere in a hurry.
Our friends were not a little surprised.
As they walked out into the road the driver surldenly
nulled up the horses.
"Come right along!" Young Wild West called out. "We are
friends."
But the ·wagon was brought to a stop, however, and then
our he1·0 and his partners saw another man appear at the
front of the wagon, a rifle in his hand.
"Don't get alarmed," said the young deadshot, coolly, as
he started toward them. "We are not thieves. We are simply camping over there on the bluff."
He spoke in such a reassuring way that the man promptly
lowered his rifle, and then he sprang out of the wagon and
waited for them to come up.
"What seems to be the trouble, g-entlemen ?" Wild asked,
as he paused before the strangers.
"Trouble!" echoed the man on the ground. "Why, we was
robbed less than half an hour ago by a lot of masked men.
When we seen you folks standin' out there wa•tin' fur us
we thought we was goin' ter git up ag'in. We didn't git
a chance ter shoot ther last time, but we was ready this
·
time."
"You were held ,up and robbed, eh?" our hero questioned.
"Yes, an' there was nigh a dozen of ther masked galoots,
so we had ter give in an' let 'em clean us out of every dollar
·
·we had."
"Well, that is too bad. But if you remain around here until to-morrow night we will try and get your money back for
you. We are after that gang that robbed you. If we can
only find out where they are located it won't take long to
fix them."
'.'I reckon I know who you are, young feller," said the
~nve;·, who had been studying the young deadshot closely.
You re Young Wild West, aln't yer?"
"You have guessed that just right, my friend," was the
reply, while Wild nodded and smiled at him.
"Good enough! Hooray!" and, jumping· from the wagon,
the driver tossed his hat in the air.
"What's ther matter?" asked the man who had first
alighted, looking at him in surprise.
"Matter? Why, it's Young Wild West an' his pards!
Ain't yer never heard of 'em, Burt? I reckon we couldn't
have struck any one better tex help us, not if we'd travel~cl
ther whole length of ther Yallerstone!"
"Is that right? Hooray!"
The other man rushed forward and caught Wild by the
hand and gave it a hearty shake.
Then he turned to Charlie and Jim and did the same.
Just then a darky popped his head out of the Wagon and
looked around in a frightened way.
"Am it right, boss?" he called out.
"Yes, Jackson, it's all right. W e"ve ntn ag'in friends, an'
mighty good ones, too, I reckon. It are about time ye1· woke
up, yer lazy black hound! Yer was afraid of your life, an'
yar didn't offer ter lift a hand when them galoots robbed us.
If you'd keut still they wouldn't have found all ther money
we had, eithe11 • Some niggers has got sense, but you ain't
one of that kind."
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The darky's face gradually worked into a grin, and when
he came out of the wagon and stepped to the ground our
friends saw that he was a typical negro of the South, rather
stout and very good natured in his looks.
Charlie grinned when he saw him.
He was thinking of what Hop would do with him if he
.
only got the chance.
Wild did not pay much attentlon to the darky just then.
He questioned the two men and learned that they were on
their way to the silver mines, about two hundred miles distant, and that they had picked up the darky at Bismarck and
brought him along as a helper.
They had stocked up with eatables and an outfit suitable
for the long journey they were taking-, and they replenished
their stock of provisions every time they came to a city, town
or settlement.
They had a little over a thousand dollars in cash when t he
masked men held them up, and now they were without a
dollar and their provisions were pretty low.
Their names were Dave Pelt and Mark Hart, the former
being the man the darky addressed as boss.
"Well," said Wild, after he had learned all he cared to
about them, "I g-uess you had better come into our camp
and put up there with us for a while. We will make a hard
try to get back the money you had stolen from you. I reckon
we'll come mighty near landing it, too."
"We'll only be too glad ter put up with yer," the two men
declared, while Anrlrew Jackson Bones, which was the name
of the darky, grinned and looked much relieved .
Mark Hart got into the wagon and drove the horses along
after the rest, as they turned and walked to the camp.
I'elt and Hart were so glad to find a place where they
could sto_p among friends that they almost forgot their reCHAPTER .VI.
THE CAVE QUEEN UNDERTAKES A TASK,

As darkness come on in the cave of the River Rangers
lantern were lighted.
The place looked gloomy enough, for the lights did not
cast out much of a glare, and the bare rocks of uneven
surface sent out shadows that gave an uncanny aspect.
The outlaws were jubilant, :for only a sh0rt t'me befo1·e
they had scooped in a little over a thousand .dollars from the
two travelers Young Wild West and his partners had afterward met.
The villains had eaten thefr supper and were seated at the
long table, talking- over what had been done.
Yellowstone Dick was at the head of the table, a black pipe
in h:s mouth and a bottle of whisky and a tin cup in front of
him.
Other bottles were distributed along- the center of the table
and each man was supplied with a cup.
"Well, boys, here's a jolly good health ter ther River
Rangers, an' confusion ter our enemies!" exclaimed the
leader of the band, as he lifted his cup.
Each and every man raised his cup, and then a subdued
cheer went up.
They drank to the toast, and then ahe captain gave a nod
of satisfaction.
"Boys, I reckon Young Wild West comin' around here has
brought us good luck," Yellowstone Dick said, as he remained staneling, the empty cup in his hand. "Though he
sorter had ther call on us this afternoon, he d:dn't do a bit
of hurt ter us. We jest pulled in quite a little pile of monev
almost right under his nose. If ther boy is all what they
say he is he would be surprised ter know that. But, never
minct! What money him an' his gang has got will be ours
afore another sun sets. We're goin' ter put it right to Young
Wild West, all right! He don't git away from here alivenot much! He'll try an' find out where we hang· out, an'
then he'll leave fur somewheres ter git a sheriff an' his men
after us, I s'pose."
. "I don't know about that," Bob Jones spoke up. "I
wouldn't be ,a bit surprised if he's got ther idea that him an'
rus pards kin clean us out, without ther help of any sheriffs.
That boy has got an awful opinion of himself."
Yellowstone Dick broke into a laugh at this.
"As if them three galoots could do anything- w:th us, an'
we with a cave like trus ter fall back on!" he exclaimed,
"That kind of talk is foolish, Bob."
"Well, I don't know," and Jones shrugged his shoulders..
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"But from what I heard you an' ther rest say, he sorter was
able ter handle thirteen of yer all right."
"I know he got ther best of us over on ther other side of
ther river. But that wouldn't have happened if I hadn't
thought they was goin' ter give up ther minute I called ther
gang to ther front. It showed that t~er boy ~n' his pards
was full of grit, an' that they was mighty quick; but that
don't go ter say that they could do any more fightin' than
ther whole gang of us could."
"It's quick an' straight shootin' what tells, though, Cap,"
spoke up a man near the further end of the table. "I've
heard say that Young Wild West is ther champion deadshot
of ther West, too."
"An' them gals acted putty much as though they didn't
care how quick they sent lead flyin' around our ears," another said.
"Oh, they're trained ter show off like that, most likely," the
leader answered, trying to make as light of it as possible. "It
mn't likely that any one of 'em has got nerve enough ter
shoot a man, when it comes to ther p'int. Don't let ther gals
worry yer. If one of ther boys, or ther big galoot, was ter
drop they'd give up right away. I'm satisfied on that, boys."
Just then there was a rustle of a woman's dress, and all
eyes turned to a natural doorway at one side of the cave.
In came the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone, her eyes shining with a strange light.
The Rive1· Rangers exchanged glances and showed signs
of being rather uneasy.
"What do yer want, Mag? Ain't yer feelin' well tonight?" asked Yellowstone Dick, speaking in a kindly tone of
voice, for he was her father, and there must have been a certain degree of affection in his heart for her.
"Are all here?" she asked, ignoring what he said to her,
and looking searchingly at each man.
"Yes, Mag, every man of us is here. What do yer want?"
queried her father, as he started toward her, coaxingly.
"Yes, all are here," she said, as though speaking to herself.
"All are here, save one. Phil is not here! He lies in the
little grave a mile up the 1·iver bank. His murder must be
avenged, Dad! Do you know that?"
She turned fiercely upon the villainous leader of the band,
her eyes shining like coals of fire.
"That's all right, Mag," he retorted, soothingly. "I wish
I knowed who killed Phil. I'd never rest till his carcass was
shot full of holes! But there ain't no •me here as knows
anything about it, Mag. You oughter know that well
enough."
"There is some one here who knows all about it, Dad," said
the woman, in a low, but impressive, tone of voice.
Then she paused long enough to flash a glance at each of
the men assembled there.
Nearly all of them dropped their eyes and looked very uneasy, so it was hard for her to pick out any one man as the
guilty individual.
But it was noticeable that her gaze dwelt longer on Bob
Jones than any one else.
That villain knew this, and he moved his feet uneasily under the table.
But he stood the test with remarkable coolness-more so
than did any of the rest, in fact.
"Who-killed-Phil Parker?"
The Cave Queen of the Yellowstone asked the ominous
question in a measured strain of voice.
There was a silence that was almost deathlv.
Then Yellowstone Dick took the woman gently by the arm
and started to lead her away.
"Don't talk that way, Mag," he said, in a hoarse whisper.
"It only makes ther boys feel bad. They all liked Phil, yer
know."
"One of them didn't!" she shrieked. "He killed Phil!"
Her gaze turned upon Bob Jones for just an instant, and
then she looked upward <:md shook her clenched fists.
"Mag," said her father, suddenly, as an idea popped in his
head, "there's some folks camped near by what's goin' ter
kill us all if they kin."
"What!" she cried, becoming all attention right away.
"Yes, that's right, Mag. There's two boys an' a man; an'
they've got gals an' a couple of Chinamen with 'em. They've
come up along ther banks of ther Yellowstone jest ter break
up ther River Rangers. They mean ter take us, dead or
alive, Mag."
The subject had been changed now.

The Cave Queen's facial expression turned to one of
anger and interest combined.
"Is that true, Dad?" she asked.
"Sartinly it's true, Mag. Didn't they git ther drop on me
an' ther whole gang? Why, they was goin' ter riddle me
with lead if I didn't make ther men gjt back out of ther way
an' let 'em alone. Ther leader of 'am is a boy, but he's ther
most dangerous galoot we could have after us. Young Wild
West is his name. Yer might have heard tell of him."
The Cave Queen shook her head.
"I never heard tell of him, Dad," she answered. "But if he
come here ter break up ther River Rangers, an' ter kill you,
you bet I'll take a hand in ther game, Dad!"
"'Well, that's jest what he come here fur. Him an' his
friends is spies. They've heard about the reward that's
offered fur me, an' they want ter git it."
"Where are they?" 'and the woman showed all signs of perfect sanity now.
"They're camped half a mile up ther river, on this side.
They're goin' ter stay there till they've found out jest
where we hang out, so Young Wild West says . Then he'll
soon fix us, let him tell it!"
"Dad, no one shall ever take you away ter be hung!"
Mag talked as though she meant it.
"I hope not," and he shook his head, uneas·ly.
"I will go and find just where your enemies are, Dad."
"Good! If yer kin find out all about 'em jest come an' tell
me. Yer might listen a bit an' hear 'em talkin' about what
they're tryin' ter do. Then, if yer think they deserve it, yer
might put 'em out of ther way."
Mag said nothing to this.
But turning, she started to leave that part of the underground place.
As she passed through the natural doorway into the part
that she called her own private quarters, the Cave Queen
flashed a parting glance at Bob Jones.
It was plainly evident that she suspicioned that he was
the murderer of her husband.
The villa:n did not flinch, though, but as she disappeared
from view a sigh of relief escaped his lips.
"What's tlier matter, Bob?" Yellowstone Dick asked, as he
noticed it.
"Oh, I always feel better when Mag goes out," was the
reply. "She seems ter be so uncanny-like, yer know."
"Yes, that's right. Ther poor gal has been crazy ever since
she lost her child. An' ther losin' of her husband ain't made
her no better. I don't know what's goin' ter become of her
in ther encl. It sorter strikes me that some day she'll kill
herself on Phil Parker's grave."
"That'll about be it," Jones retorted.
Just then an unearthly shriek sounded through the cave.
·
It was the voice of Mag.
"I'm the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone!" she cried, wildly.
"Dog of a spy, you will never kill my dad!"

CHAPTER VII.
WILD FAILS TO GET BACK IN THE ALLOTTED TiME.

Young Wild West was well satisfied that the two men were
honest, and that they had told the truth about being held up
by the masked men.
He was too good at judging faces to be deceived in them.
Dave Pelt was very talkative, and our friends listened to
him as he told in detail the adventures that had befallen
them since they made the start for the mines of Montana.
Hop listened carefully to all that was said, and he paid
particular attention to the part where the darky joined the
two travelers.
He had already become pretty well acquail\ted with him,
though his brother Wing had shown no interest whatever in
him.
After it got dark Wild decided to go out on the little
scouting trip he had spoken of.
"Everybody stay right here in the camp," he said, as he
made ready to leave. "If I am not back inside of two hours,
at the most, you may think that something has happened to
me. I shall be very careful, though, so I hardly think that
they will catch me napping."
"All right, Wild," Arietta answered. "If Charlie and Jim
come out to look for you, in case vou don't happen to g-et
back in two hours, I'll follow them. I guess if they don't
find you I will."
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But Hop was no mol'e afraid of him than he was of the
"Well, I ha1·dly think it will be necessar y for any one to gentle
breeze that was blowing·.
ed.
laugh
t
come and look for me, Et," and the young deadsho
He coolly laid the handke1·chief on th<' g-round, not far
The boy now went on his way through the darkness .
the b1.. ghtly burning campfire , and right in the rays of
Hop had evidently been waiting fo1· him to go, so he could from
shot out from it.
that
light
get in some of his funny work with Andrew Jackson Bones.
Then he looked at the da1·ky and said :
'rhe darky had eaten heartily of the food Wing had fur"You allee samee 'fiaid to pickee up um handkerc hief, so
n ·shed him, and he was plainly in a very pleasant frame of
be."
miud.
"Wha' dat ?" queried the darky, excitedly .
··You no likee be lobbed by um outlaws, so be?" Hop asked,
·
told him again.
Hop
him.
to
as he moved a little closer
hief an' t'row it in de fire!"
handkerc
de
up
pick
done
"I
quite
not
did
who
Bones,
"Wha' do yo' say?" inquired
was the quick retort.
catch ·what he said.
He reached for it and lifted it from the ground aml found
"You no likee outlaws, so be," the Chinama n explaine d.
wrigglin g· snake there.
a
head.
his
"Not much, sah!" and the darky shook
Once more Bones let out a yell of alarm, and dropping the
"You likee play lillee dicee?"
hief, he ran from the spot.
handkerc
"Wha' dat ?" and Bones looked surprise d.
But it was only Hop's famous rubber snake, and \\'hen _Pelt
Hop brought three dice from his pocket and began shaking
and Hart saw our friends laughing they came close to it to
them about in his hand.
a look at it.
have
wide.
opened
eyes
The darky's
then it darted from the ground, straight 11 P Hop's
Just
asked.
he
dice?"
de
"Whar yo' git
sleeve.
.
answered
y
promptl
Hop
Denve1·,"
in
"Me buy
There was nothing strange about this, of course, since the
"Wha' yo' do wid 'em?"
Chinama n had an elastic string there that was powerclever
"Shakee dicee."
to work the snake quickly the moment he let it
enough
ful
"Fo' money? "
force.
its
have
,
be."
so
"Oncee whilee, lillee bit,
Andrew Jackson Bones had turned just in time to see the
"Well, there ain't goin' ter be no gamblin ' fur money here," snake
disappea r, and he stood looking just within the radius
converthe
to
spoke up Cheyenn e Charlie, who was listening
the :fire sent out, the whites of his eyes shining.
light
of
you
Don't
sation. "Jest make up your mind on that, Hop!
··come 011 back, Jackson, " sa'd Dave Pelt. "You're makin'
have nothin' ter do with ther heathen, Mister Darky. He'll a fool
of yerself, ther same as yer always do. I reckon that
swindle yer out of every cent you've got."
gentlem an is smart_ enough ter call you bl.ack, 01·
Chinee
Yah,
·-rse done got no money, sah; he no swindle me.
as much as he's
anything he wants ter. You don't know half
yah, yah!"
do yer know that? Come here an' make you1·self
Bones laughed at what he thought was a very good joke. forgot
act cle~ent. Yer said when we took yer in that yer was goin'
Hop put on a long face right away.
always do jest as we told ycr, as long as ver was with u,:;.
ter
Rive1·
the
that
n
forgotte
had
he
that
evident
was
It
even said you'd be our slave if we only took yei· alonl(
Yer
but
ts
occupan
its
robbed
and
wagon
the
up
held
had
Rangers
us. We told yer then that we didn't believe in no slave
with
a ;;hort time before.
, an' that you could come along· with u:-;, sd long as
business
he
Charlie,"
Misler
money,
for
dicee
"Me no wantee play
with ther work, an' done a littl<' as Wt' told vcr to.
helped
yer
Darkee,
Misler
likee
"Me
.
said, putting on a look of 1·eproach
te1· come here an 'apolog-iz<' ter Mister Hop
now
yer
tell
i
be."
so
and me no wantee win his money,
Wah."
don't
"I'se
darky.
the
d
exclaime
"See here, yo' Chinee,"
right 1 boss. I done reckon l made a mistake. l ain't
mind a white man done callin' me 'Mistah Darky,' but l'se got""All
feelin's fur Mistah Hoµ \Vah, an' I'm mig-hl.v
hard
no
will have to draw de line on a Chinee."
me any names. _Will dat do, boss?"
called
he
sorry
makee
wantee
no
me
"Allee light, l\1isler Blackee man;
do all right!" exclaime d Cheyenn e Chatthat'll
reckon
"I
mad,'' retorted Hop, blandly.
be expected ter make a better 'pology
couldn't
galoot
"A
lie.
Bones glared at him.
Bones."
right,
all
You're
that.
than
make
to
deal
He acted as thongh it would not take a great
"Me likee shakee hands with um Misler Bones," said Hop,
him fight.
blandly.
Hop only sm ilell all the more.
But
will done shake wid yo', Mistah Hop Wah,'" retorted
Suddenl y h:s hand went up, and then the <larky found a the''I'se
stepping forward. "Put her dar, an' we'll Llone
da1·ky,
face.
big spider kicking the atmosph ere right in front of his
squar'!"
it
call
"Go 'way, clar!" he cried, striking at it.
The two shook, and as the clarky withdrew his han.J lw
I!ut it simply flew back and hit him on the end of the nose, found
it covered with a reel, sticky liquid that looked lik,·
d.
backwar
over
tumbled
and
yell
a
utte1·ecl
he
'\.~en
and
Pelt and Ha1·t b1oke into a roar of laughter , fo1· they saw blood.
"Oh! Hip hi!" cried Hop, dancing around. "Um Mi,:;ler
that Hop had the spider, which was only a manufac tured one,
allee samee squeeze poor Chinama n's hand and makee
Bones
on a string.
comee!"
blood
taranA
suah!
die,
will
''I'se
''I'se stung!" yelled Bones.
"I didn't mean clat."
tula done bit me on de nose !"
But Charlie, Jim and the girls laughed so heartih' that h<'
Hop quickly got the spider out of sight.
he was the victim of another joke, and he went to the
··_Misler Blackee allce samee 'fla:d of him own shadow, so knew
stream and proceede d to \Yash h's hands.
falling
be," he remarke d, disdainfu lly.
After that Hop proceede d to treat the t\vo men and the
Bones looked up and found all were laughing at him.
clarky to a little of his sleight-o f-hand work, and it is hardlya
"Whar dat spider?" he asked.
y to say that he pleased and mystified them to
"I reckon it went ter 1·oost, Jackson, " answere d Dave Pelt. necessar
great extent.
"Say, but that Chinee is too cute fur you, all right."
In this way the two hours passed that Wild had allotted
"Me allee samee velly muchee smartee Chinee," Hop obhimself to do his scouting in.
to
gottee
"Me
ent.
complim
the
to
se1--ved, bowing in response
remained silent for a couple of minutes after the
Arietta
allee
me
and
smartee,
much
velly
uncle in China whattee
up, and then she looked at Charlie and Jim and
was
time
samee likee my uncle."
said:
"You'se is a big fool, dat's wha' yo' is!" retorted Bones.
"Someth ing has happene d to Wild, boys! I guess you had
"Allee light. Me showee nicee lillee tlick, so be."
,
.
g? an~ look hi~ up!"
Out came the Chinama n's big yellow handkerc hief, which be~terdon
t thm~ anythmg has ~appene d to him; but we lI go
he always had with him, and which he only used in perform - · an.?I lo,ok
,,
.
for him.''. answere d ;Tim.
ing his clever sleight-o f-hand tricks.
stay nght hem till we come back, Arietta, the
you
An
Chinee."
Mistah
nothin',
show
can't
"Yo'
hed.
Bones was pretty mad over what had happene d, for he scout admonis
what to do, Charlie,' ' was the reply.
know
I
guess
"I
g.
playthin
a
been
have
must
now knew that the sp;der
but promptly set out to try and find
more,
no
said
two
The
on.e
any
to
up"
"spunked
have
It is doubtful if he would
Wild West.
Young
detained
what
out
.
else but Chiname n.
more than five minutes when Arigone
been
not
had
They
o1
one
to
supe1·ior
far
was
He had it in his head that he
to leave the camp.·
started
etta
that race.
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Wild heard them coming, and then he made one more desThere was no use in trying to keep her back, so no one
perate effort to get clear of the woman.
said anything.
But she was much stronger than he had reckoned on, and
a sudden pull on her part caused him to slip and fall.
If it had been a man our hero would soon have got free,
for he could have used his revolver.
CHAPTER VIII.
But this he would not do upon a woman.
In less time than it takes to record it he was overpowHOW WILD WAS CAPTURED.
ered.
Then his weapons were taken from him, and, standing over
Young Wild West was depending a great deal on luck to
find the place where the River Rangers made their head- him, with a lantern in his hand, Yellowstone Dick exclaimed:
"Mag, you've done well! You've catched Young Wild
quarters.
Of course, he had tact enough to pick out the places that West, ther worst enemy we've got in ther world! Hooray!"
A subdued cheer went up from the villain's followers.
they were likely to be, and he knew that a little patience genThey all knew that it was not good policy for them to yell
erally accomplished great things.
Once upon the trail, he kept along close to the shadows that out loudly, even if their leader had forgotten himself, and
were cast by the towering cliffs and giant pines that grew cried out in his exultation.
The Cave Queen approached closely to the captive and had
here and there along the way.
a good look at him.
In this way Wild continued on for nearly half a mile.
"He is only a boy, Dad," she said, slowly, as she shook her
He was confident that the den of the River Rangers could
not be a great way from the camp, and he was keeping a head. "He don't look as though he would harm any one. I
sharp watch, and at the same time was listening for the guess he did not come here to kill you."
"He come here ter spy on us, so some one else would hang
least sound that would seem out of place in the wild spot.
Luck was with the daring boy, for before he had gone much us, Mag," was the quick retort. "Of course, I ain't afraid
further he walked right into the narrow little pass that Bob of bein' killed by a boy like him!"
While this conversation was taking place two of the men
Jones had entered late that afternon.
Treading carefully, Young Wild West soon reached the were ty~ng Wild's hands behind him.
"You caught me all right," the young deadshot said, lookledge that ove1·hung the river.
The water beneath him danced and sparkled in the star- ing at the leader of the River Rangers and nodding in his
light, and not a sound broke the stillness save the cry of a cool and easy way. "But you would never have done it if I
had not let up on the woman. I could have got away if I
night bird or the bark of a coyote in the distance.
Pausing a full minute, he started down the little slope, had struck her; but I wouldn't do that. I tried to get away
and, rounding a turn suddenly, found himself right before without hurting her, and I failed. You couldn't have caught
me, Yellowstone Dick, if you had been in her place. Don't
the grated door that led into the outlaws' retreat.
At first Wild did not know it was a door, but there was think that."
"I couldn't, eh? Well, never mind! We've got yer, an' yer
just enough light for him to see the squares formed by the
kin bet we'll keep yer till we git ready ter make feed fur
wooden grating-.
"I reckon I've struck something worth investigating," he ther fishes in ther 1·iver. Boys, take him inside. He wanted
muttered, under his breath. "This is more than I expected. ter s~e ther cave of ther River Rangers, most likely, so we'll
That is a peculiar sort of door, I must say. Well, I'll try _ let him."
"That's right; I did want to see it," Wild answered calmly.
and get inside, and see what there is there."
"Just take me in and let me have a good look around_;,
After listening a moment, he crept softly to the door.
"Putty cool, I should say," observed one of the men who
Just then he heard the shrill voice of a woman talking at a
had helped tie his hands. "I reckon he's got plenty of sand
high pitch.
The woman he had seen going down the river in the canoe in him, if he is only a boy."
"Oh, there ain't no 1·ubbin' that out," answered Bob Jones,
<:ame to his mind right away.
"The mystery deepens, I reckon," he thought. "What have who was"on~ of the men who had rnmained in the backgr~un~. Hes as cool as a cucumber, all right."
I run against, anyhow?"
He 11 have ther chance ter show how much mirve he's
Then the woman began talking again and he could hear
g_o t ::ifore we git through with him!" said Yellowstone Dick,
'
some of the words she said.
"I guess this is the headquarters of the River Rangers, all s1gm_ftcantly.
Wild_ was ~on~lucted through the passage into the main
right," he thought. "That woman belongs here, too. By the
way she is talking, she is crazy, I guess. I wonder if I can cave of the v1llamous band.
Mag only followed as far as the natural doorway, and then
get this grate, or whatever it is, open? I'll try, anyhow."
she turned and w_ent. back to the grate_d door.
He raised himself slightly and gave a push.
She looked out m s,ilence for a fe_w mmutes, and then, with
The grated door did not budge.
a ~od, :vent out, leavmg the cloo1· a.1ar.
The voices ceased now, /c\nd once more he listened.
I will go :me! see the camp of the people who have come
But not a thing could he hear.
"They must be well back into a cave," Wild muttered. "I here to break up Dael's band," she muttered, acting a way
that was pelfectly sane.
can only hear them when they are talking loudly."
She never once looked back, but walked lightly up the slope
He tried again to open the door.
This time it opened readily, and, as he did not expect it to, and along the ledge and soon came out on the trail.
But she had not gon_e far when she suddenly came to a
he lost his balance and fell part of the way inside.
,
stop and began to rave m madness.
Then it was that Wild was ti·eated to a sui·prise.
A spell had suddenly come over her, and her thoughts all
A pair of hands caught him by the throat and he was
were of her murdered husband again.
forced to the ground.
The Cave Queen forgot all about those who had come to
"I'm the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone! Dog of a spy,
spy upon her father and his men, and take them to the hands
you will never kill my dad!"
of the law.
The words rang out, piercing and distinct.
Suddenly she turned and went back almost to the grated
Wild struggled to free himself.
Knowing that it was a woman he had to deal with, he did door.
Then she stepped behind a projecting piece of rock and
not try to hurt her, but simply tried to get rid of the grasp
found a rope ladder that hung down to the water below.
she had,upon him.
As there was a cleft in the cliff just there, the rope ladder
But the Cave Queen was like a tiger cat, and he soon found
could not be seen from the river.
that he had no easy time of it.
Down this went the crazed woman as easily as a sailor
There was only one thing to do, and that was to bring
might have done it.
fo1·ce to bear.
The ladder was anchored in the water, and right at the
"Let go!" he. exclaimed, in a low ton~ of voice. "I did not
foot of it floated the canoe of the Cave Queen .
come here to kill any one. I am not gomg to harm you!"
She stepped into the frail craft, untied the rope that held
. He forced her to release her hold, but she quickly caught
it there and then pushed out of the niche to the open river.
l11m by _the_ arm and held on,. as he got upon his feet.
Once there, she sat down and picked up the paddle and sent
13}'. this time Yellowstone Dick and seve1·al of his men were
~ canoe up the river.
.
rushmg through the passage.
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voice. "I will yet find ther slayer
What the thoughts of the woman were just then would be I woman, in a low, hissing
of poor Phil! An' when I do-I'll kill him!"
hard to imagine.
Arietta really thought at first that she was speaking to
She kept on up the stream until finally she came to a low
her, but when she saw that her face was not directed that
part of the bank, where a little creek flowed into the r;ver.
the woman was tauting to
Into this the canoe was sent and then the Cave Queen way she quickly understood that
herself.
stepped out and drew up the canoe.
She was not in her right mind, too; the girl could easily
The next minute she was kneeling over a mound, weeping
and moaning in a way that would have been almost heart- guess that. it was surely her, now walked over and sat down
Mag, for
breaking to those 'of a deep, sympatheti c nature.
feet of the crouching girl.
The Cave Queen of the Yellowston e was at the grave of her upon a rock within a few
talking in a low, rambling
meditate,
to
began
she
Then
husband.
For a long time she remained there-very nearly two hours, way:
"Sometime s I think Bob Jones killed Phil!" she muttered.
in fact-and then getting into her canoe, she paddled down
says none of the boys done it, but I say they did. But"Dad
the river.
oh, they will kill Dad, will they? Never! We have the boy
I spy now. He will die! Ha, ha, ha!" that was entirely unThen she did a lot of mumbling
CHAPTER IX.
i intelligible, while Arietta listened with wide-open eyes.
I The brave girl now knew that Young Wild West had been
ARIETTA HOT ON THE TRAIL OF WILD .
captured.
But where was he confined? That was the question.
We will now follow Arietta.
This was something she must find out, and the quicker she
The brave girl did not mean to keep close to Charlie and
them,
so the better it would be.
after
did
came
she
know
to
Jim. She did not want them
"So they have got the boy spy, and they mean to kill him,
in fact.
I hardly think they will!"
When she got out upon the trail she waited until they got do they?" she thought. "Well,
She drew her revolver from her belt and gripped it firmly.
a safe distance ahead of her and then she picked her way
But Arietta did not attempt to leave the spot.
forward with the greatest of caution.
She was waiting for the macl woman, who called herself
The girl carried a revolver and knife in her belt, the same
show her where Wild
as she always did, while in the bosom of her dress another the Cave Queen of the Yellowston e, to
was confined.
revolver was concealed.
The woman sat there 'n t:'lence for some little time, and
This ·weapon was a rather small six-shooter and was silverthen she got up and start')d up the slope.
plated.
Thinking that she was g-oing to the headquarte rs of the
Though it looked to be more of a thing of beauty than a
her.
dangerous weapon, it could deal out 'death at short range River Rangers, Arietta followed
Out upon the trail went Mag, and then she headed straight
quite as well as one of its larger kind.
of our friends.
Arietta tried to keep the river in sight as much as possible, in the direction of the campmust
be surely going to the hidBut Arietta thought she
for she was convinced that the outlaw gang must be located
den quarters of the villains, so she followed on.
right at its edge somewhere .
It was not until the light of the campfire came in view and
But she found she could see the river about half the disbeing very cautious, that the
tance only, since the high bluffs of the broken ridge that ran the woman showe·d signs of
been led on the wrong scent.
had
she
that
realized
girl
brave
off.
it
shut
it
above
bank
the
along
Cave Queen, however, and
spying
the
to
close
up
crept
must
She
she
thought
she
when
finally,
and,
on,
kept
girl
The
.
made.
she
move
every
opening
watched
an
through
turned
she
enough,
far
nearly
have gone
Nearer and nearer she crept toward the camp, and soon
and made her way towa1·d the river.
surwas in a position to see all that was going on there.
the
she
on
specks
dancing
the
of
view
in
Just as she came
and Eloise were seated in front of one of the tents;
unAnna
the
heard
she
starlight,
the
by
made
face of the water,
Wing were both dozing under a shelving rock, and
and
Hop
water.
the
in
dipped
it
as
paddle
mistakable sound of a
sat Pelt and Hart.
them
near
Instantly the girl was all attention.
The darky was rolled in a blanket a little distance off and
She crept forward noiselessly , and the next minute she apparently
sound asleep.
was leaning over the brink of the precipice.
Arietta noticed that the Cave Queen seemed to be greatly
Below she could see an object moving through the water impressed
at what she saw.
and it did not take her two seconds to make out that it wa~
She soon found out that she meant no harm to any of
a canoe.
she was spying upon-just then, anyhow, for she presJust then the little craft shot out into a gleam of star- those turned
to go.
ently
light and then' she could see the woman in it.
to follow her, for she thought she would
decided
Arietta
same
the
is
"It
breath.
her
under
exclaimed,
she
"Ah!"
the place she lived.
to
return
surely
now
be
can
she
what
wonder
I
to-day.
saw
I
and
woman Wild
in t he girl's m'.nd but that the Cave
doubt
no
was
There
to?"
up
known as the River Rangers.
band
the
to
belonged
Queen
cliff,
The next minute the canoe headed straight in for the
stopped at the camp and let
have
to
liked
would
A1-ietta
a few yards beyond where A1·ietta was watching ~:om.
he had made, but she
progress
the
of
know
companions
her
The brave girl was bent on finding out what it all meant, knew that by doing this she would lose the chance of followso she quickly arose to her feet and started along the ledge ing the woman.
that sloped downward gradually.
So she started after her and followed her along the trail
Like her dashing young lover, the brave girl had discovshe had come from.
ered the way to get into the cave of the River Rangers, to the very spot
This time Arietta found that there was a cave there.
though she was not yet awai-e of it.
She saw the door, too, fol' the Cave Queen went direct to
She went on down and made the turn, and was .iust in time
and put her hand through one of the square openings and
it
sound.
peculiar
a
hear
to
,vith something.
fumbled
Ustened
she
as
but
her,
below
somewhere
from
sounded
It
Then it sudcienly swung open.
it seemed to be coming up.
Arietta was not much surprised.
So engrossed was Arietta in listening and watching in
"That is where Wild is, eh?" she thought. ""Well . if I had
the direction of the sound that she failed to notice the grnte- known that I might have done something toward getting
like door, which was but a few feet to her left.
him out before this. I wonder where Charlie and Jim are?
The next minute she was rewarded by the sight of the It is sti-ange that I have seen nothing of them in going back
head and shoulders of a human being appear in a little niche, to the camp and then coµJ.ing here again. But they can't be
and, crouching behind a rock, she watched and waited.
so very far away, that is certain."
Up came the form of a woman, and Arietta could not
She took notice that the Cave Queen lingered at the door
repress a sigh of satisfaction when she saw her emerge from
after she went through, and that she had yet shut it.
the niche and stand upright.
There was nothing to do but to wait, and th's the brave
She could not see the face, but she was sure it was the
did with patience.
girl
afterthat
canoe
the
in
seen
had
Wild
and
she
woman
same
Finally she saw the woman move away from the door, after
noon.
''I am the Cave Queen of the Yellowston e!'' exclaimed the first closing and fastening it.
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But Arietta figured that if the Cave Queen could open it
from the outside she could, so she moved cautiously to it and
listened.
The murmur of voices came to her ears, and as she listened she knew there were several men not far away.
But they were underground, and that was why their voices
.
sounded hollow and indistinct.
There was no light inside the passage, so the girl had
.
nothing to go by other than her ears.
She did not know at what moment she might be pounced
upon by the Cave Queen or one of her villainous associates.
There was one thing plain to her, and that was that the
woman was not in her right mind.
But why she should be living there with a gang of robbers
she could not even imagine.
From what she had heard from her, the woman's husband
had been murdered, ar_d that she had a notion to the effect
that Bob Jones was the murderer.
These were the thoughts that flitted through the daring
girl's mind as she stood at the grated door, undecided just
what to do next.
Of course, she never once · forgot that her dashing young
lover was in danger, and that it was for her to save him, if
there was any way in the world to do it.
After waiting perhaps ten minutes she reached her hand
through one of the openings and felt for the fastening.
Luck was with her, for she struck it at the first attempt.
The next minute Arietta had pushed the door far enough
to admit her and was tiptoeing her way through a dark
passage in the direction the voices could be heard.

CHAPTER X.
HOP GETS INTO THE CAVE.

Charlie and Jim had not been as successful as Wild and
Arietta were in locating an entrance to the cave of the River
Rangers.
They went on over a mile past the place and searched for
over an hour.
Of course, they met with not the least success.
After a time they decided to go back to the camp, for they
thought it might be that Wild had returned before this.
When they got there, however, they found that not only
was Wild missing, but Arietta as well.
She had started out right after them, so they were informed, and as that was an hour and a half ago, it was
strange what could have become of her.
Both the scout and Jim Dart were very much puzzled and
worried.
After they had thought a while Jim Dart said:
"I guess we'll have to take Hop out with us, Charlie. He
is generally pretty lucky when he goes fo look for anything.
There is no telling but that he might stumble upon the hiding place of the River Rangers right away, and if he does,
and gets into trpuble through it, he can fool the galoots so
they won't harm him. That's a way he has, you know."
"That's right, Jim. Well, we'll wake him up an' take him
with us."
Both Hop and Wing ·were now sound asleep.
But that made no difference to the scout.
He quickly aroused Hop by giving his queue a sharp pull.
"Whattee mattee ?" queried the Celestial, as he quickly got
upon his feet.
Charlie felt too much worried about Wild and Arietta to
take a comical view of it now.
"T want yet· to go with me an' Jim ter see if we kin find
Wild and Arietta," he answered.
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. "Misler Wild no comee back?
· An' Missy Alictta no comee back? Too bad, so be. Me
.
finec allee samee pletty quickee."
Both Dave Pelt and Mark Hart wanted to go and do what
they could, but Charlie and Jim advised them to stay where
they were, and to be on the alert for danger.
It might be that the River Rangers would take a notion to
attack the camp, after having captured the dashing young
leader of the party.
Charlie and Jim did not doubt in the least but that Wild
had been captured by Yellowstone Dick.
There was no other way to account for his protracted absence.

And the fact that she had not returned yet made it almost
certain that Arietta had suffered the same fate.
The two travelers that had been taken in by our friends
declared that they would fight to the last if an attack was
made on the camp.
There was no doubt but that they meant it, too, for neither
was a coward, nor anything like one.
The fact that they had submitted to being robbed by the
River Rangers without putting up a fight did not prove anything diffei-ent in that respect.
They had been taken by surprise, and they acted wisely in
·
submitting.
Hop soon got ready to leave the camp with Charlie and
Jim.
There was no doubt but that he had fixed himself so he
could do some wonderful things, in case he got caught by the
villainous gang.
"You knowee where to lookee, l\fisler Charlie?" the Chinaman asked, as they reached the trail and started down along
the river.
"I reckon if I knowed where ter look I would have found
out long ago," retorted the scout, scornfully.
"Me hear Misler Wild say he no t 'inkee um Liver Langers
more lan halfee mile flom our campee. If Misler Wild allee
samee t'inkee lat he no go allee samee more Ian ha1fee mile,
so be."
"That's right,'' Jim spoke up. "Charlie, I guess we spent
the most part of our time searching ai-ound the bluffs more
than half a mile away from here."
"Well, what if we did? It don't say that because Wild
thought they couldn't be more'n half a mile away that they
ain't, does it? We seen that there was no signs of 'em ail
along ther way, an' we kept on goin', didn't we?"
·
"Yes, that's right," Jim admitted.
"Well, we never found a blamed thing that would give u11
a clue, did we?"
"No; but we may have overlooked some place; you know."
"All right; I'm willin' ter do anything that'll find Wild an'
Arietta."
"Me showee how finee allee samee pletty quickee," spoke
up Hop. "Me go light in um placee where um Liver Langers
stay and makee allee samee jumpee, so be."
"Maybe yer will, Hop," said the scout. "I hope yer do,
anyhow."
The moon was rising in the southeast now, and it cast its
mellow light over the silent scene, and our three friends
could discern objects more distinctly.
They found they had missed lots of places on the way
where the mouths of passages or caves might be located,
and, keeping close to the uneven, rocky wall, they continued
on their way, pausing now and then to investigate this place
and that.
At length they came to the entrance that led into the
short passage that went to the ledge that sloped down to the
gated entrance to the cave of the River Rangers.
It could not have been that Yellowstone Dick believed his
quarters so secluded that they could not be found by any
one searching for them, for the spot was sure of being found,
provided any one took the trouble of making a thorough
search.
Probably the villain was of the opinion that no one would
have an idea just where his cave was along the bank of the
Yellowstone.
As Charlie, Jim and the clever Chinaman reached the
ledge and looked clown upon the glimmering surface of the
river they knew right away that they had at last struck a
clue.
There was something about the spot that gave it the appearance of being the haunt of some fawle ss band.
Footprints were to be seen in the sand in plenty.
And when they made a closer examination they found
hoofprints also.
"Yer want ter be mighty careful now, Hop," whispered the
scout, as they sta1·ted down the slope. "Don't go ter makin'
a bit of noise, an' keep in ther shadder as much as yer kin."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie," was the reply.
They moved on and soon turned the bend and beheld the
grated door showing out in bold 1·elief in the moonlight.
"Lat where Misler Wild and Missy Alietta be, so be," whispered Hop, pointing to the queer-looking door. "Me allee
samee go in and findee out."
Jim touched the scout on the arm.
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"I think it would be a good idea to let him, Charlie," he
wh;spered.
"All right," was the reply. "He kin go on in, if he kin git
in, an' we'll stand ready ter give a good account of ourselves
if anything happens."
Hop seemed much pleased.
He nodded, and then started to cree ptoward the grate-like
door without any further delay.
Charl:c and Jim dropped behind a convenient i-ock and
kept a watch on the Chinz.man.
Hop was not long in getting to the gate.
Then he thrust his ann through one of the openings and
began feeling around.
Not finding anything there, he tried another of the openings.
He continued on in this way until he found a wooden bar.
This he promptly removed, and then, after listening a moment, he opened a gate and slipped into the passage.
Hop was not the least bit afraid.
If he got caught he was going to play the part of an innocent Chinaman, and while his captors were thinking about it
he would give them a sui·prise.
The clever fellow could hear low voices coming from
somewhere, and when he had located the direction he start'.)d
Cl'eeping that way.
As he came to an opening on the left-which he could tell
was an opening by the draught of air that came through it·
he heard a lo,,·, crooning noise.
It was not the voice of a man. Hop knew that instantly.
It was a woman, singing softly, as a mother might do
over a restless child.
Hop was just interested enough to feel as though he must
find out who it was that was mak'ng the noise.
He turned that way, and then he was pleased to see a
faint light coming from another turn but a few feet ahead
of him.
The Chinan,a:n was 1·eally entering that part of the cavern
that was held by the Cave Queen as her own privatB quarters.
No one eYer ventured there but Yellowstone Dick, and then
it was seldom.
The crazed woman stood ready to k;ll an intruder, and
the members of the River Rangers all knew that.
Hop moved noiselessly fo,·ward, and in a couple of minutes
he was peering at a strange, not to say peculiar, sight.
Before some- smoldering coals on a natural hearth of rock
sat the Cave Queen, crooning softly to the dying embers.
She kept throwing bits of rngs in the fn:e, and as they
blazed up she would nod her head and lay more stress on ihe
un ·ntelligible wonls she was repeating.
Hop did not take a great deal of stock in the scene,
He thought right away that the woman was eithe1- a witch
or crazy, and he decided to look further.
Making his way back through the passage to the turn, he
started off in the direction he had been following at first.
Just then a man carry·ng a lantern suddenly appeaTed.
Hop dropped to the ground, but too late. He had been
seen, and he knew it!

CHAPTER XI.
THE PRISONERS INCREASE IN NUHBERS.

Young Wild \Vest was t aken to a corner of the cave the
members of the villainous band occupied as their quarterf;
and tied to a jutting point of rock that ran upward toward
the natural ceiling.
"I reckon you'll be safe there till we g;t ready ter dispose
of yer," said Yellowstone Dick. "Yer kin make up yer mind
that you've got ter die in a very few hours, so make ther
best of it."
"All right," answered our hero, coolly. "I[ I have got to
die you'll find that I'll die g-ame."
"Maybe yer will. But I reckon you ain't no more apt ter
die g-ame than any one else, not when it comes ter ther
p'int."
Wild laughed.
"\Ve'll sec how you act when it comes to the point," he
said.
"Yer will, ch? Not you! I reckon you'll never live long
e~oue:h fur that, Young Wild West."
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"I feel certain that I will."
Wild was talking this way because he knew it disconcerted
the ruffian, who was of a superstitious turn of mind.
"You have said that I was to have but a few hours to Jive,
Yellowstone D'ck," he went on. "That is where you make
a mistake. It is you who only have a few hours to live. You
are going to die before another sun passes below the line of
the westem horizon. You will die with your boots on, too,
and a bullet will do the business. I feel just as sure of that
as I do that I am here a pr·soner!"
Yellowstone Dick paled slightly, and as the light from an
oil lamp was shining on h.is face, our hero could not help
noticing it.
"You talk as though you was ther boss here an' I was ther
prisoner," the villa'n found words to say.
"Things are ...-ery apt to reverse themselves, you know."
"Ha, ha, ha!"
The leader of the River Rangers laughed, but there v.-as a
certain degree of uneasiness in the laugh.
He turned away, evidently not caring to continue the conve~·sation just then.
"Bob," said he to Jones, "has any one gone out ter keep
a watch on ther front way ter g:t in?"
"Yes, Reeker's out there."
"Good! I reckon no one will git in by ther other way.
Mag is too good on ther watch ter allow that. Young Wild
West come that way, but he found out it was ther wrong
way ter come here ter spy on us, I reckon."
He laughed again, and this time there was more mirth
to it.
"l reckon somebody had better go out to ther gate now an'
then, an' take a look outside, though," Jones suggested.
"V.'ell, I'll leave it te1· you ter 'tend ter that, then."
Jones did do this, and as the time passed he made frequent trips to the grated doo1·.
Wild became more anxious when he found an hour had
passed.
He knew his partners would not come to look for him until
the two hours were up, and another hour was -a Jong time
to wait for what might prove an uncertainty even then.
He was left to himself entirely, the men playing cards and
drinking as they passed the time away.
Af\.er a while some of them went to sleep in the bunks,
but enough of them remained awake to make it lively in the
cave.
The tv,o hom-s drifted by, and then Wild began to grow
sti ll more anxious.
If his partners could only find the way to get to the cave
as easilv as he had, he felt that he would hear from them
pretty soon.
But nothing of the kind happened, and another hour added
itself to his term of imprisonment.
Ju st as he was beginning to grow discouraged he saw Bob
Jones make another trip out through the passage.
The villain had not been gone long when a sharp cry rangout.
It was the voice of a female, but not that of the Cave
Queen.
Young Wild West gave a violent start.
He recog-nized the Yoice only too well.
Tt was Arietta who had uttered the cry.
The next minute Jones came in, carrying ihc struggling
form of a female in his arms.
"I've got a prize, Captain Dick!" he exclaimed. "Jest send
sorrebody out there to look for some more of them. Herc's a
young gal what follere<l Mag, I gues:,; . I happened ter i:;ec
her tryin' ter open ther gate, so I took off my coat an' got
ready fur her. It was easy ter catch her in thcr dark,
thoug-h she did manage ter let out one little yell."
The villains were all on their feet, for nearly all of them
knew that was not Mag who had uttered the $Cream.
Arietta, just as she thought she was in a fair ,Yay to find
where her young- lover was, had walked right into thC' arms
of the villain.
A couple of the men ran to help Jones, and then thC' 1rirl
was rcl:eved of the "·eapons she carded in her belt and her
hancls bound behind her.
"She's Young Wi1d Wc~t's sweetheart, boy,;!" cxcla'me<l
Jones, gleefully. "No one told me that, but I w~s in thC'ir
camp jm,t long- enough ter imagine it. This is what I call;;
great! We've g-ot Young Wild ·west an' hi:,; i:;weetheart, too!"
Over in the corner of the big cave sat Wilcl, taking- all this
in.
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He was not a little disheartened at what had happened.
It was worse for Arietta to be in the hands of the scoundrels than it was for him.
"Yer sartinly have got a prize, Bob," Yellowstone Dick observed, as he looked at Arietta for a full minute.
It was just then that the Cave Queen came in.
Just then the expression of her face was that of a"8ane
person.
"What are you doing here?" she asked, turning her gaze
upon the helpless girl prisoner.
"I came to look for Young Wild West," was the reply in
a voice that was very calm, considering what the girl had
just passed through.
"You come ter look fur ther boy, an' ther boy come ter
spy on us, so he k in have Dad an' ther rest- of ther gang
hung!"
"Do you think they are in danger of getting hanged?"
Arietta asked, bound to have it out with her.
"If they catched, they are," answered Mag, her eyes
fl~shing.
"I shouldn't think you would stay here with such bad men,
then."
"Yer wouldn't, eh? Well, I'll tell yer why I stay here with
'em-I'm jest as bad as they are! My husband was one of
'em, an' he got killed! Who-killed-Phil Parker?"
She turned with blazing eyes and looked straight at Bob
Jones.
The outlaws knew well enough that one of her crazy spells
was on her again, and they got back out of her way.
"See here, Mag," said Jones, trying his best to stand the
gaze she directed at him; "why do yer pick me out particularly when yer say that? Ain't I told yer that I don't know
nothin' about how Phil died? Yer know very well I didn't
do it:._ but every time yer bring it up yer act as ,though yer
thot1ght I did do it. Now I want ter tell yer, once fur all,
that I don't know nothin' about that job. Phil Parker was a
good friend of mine, an,- if he could come back ter life he'd
tell yer so."
'
"That's right, Mag," spoke up Yellowstone Dick, as he
took the crazed creature gently by the arm. "Don't go on
about that so. Jest git your mind on what's happenin' right
now, an' furgit about what has happened. Here we are,
with a gang tryin' ter git us all hung. An' we've got ther
leader of that gang, an' a gal which is his sweetheart. Them
two has got ter suffer fur comin' here an' bo.therin' us. Ther
boy has got ter die, an' ther gal--"
"Has got ter die, too!" almost screamed the Cave Queen,
as she made a leap to seize Arietta.
But in spite of the fact that her hands were tied, the brave
girl quickly got out of the way, and the crazed woman
missed her.
Then her father seized her and, bursting into a fit of weeping, she allowed herself to be led back to her quarters.
"I reckon you'd better put ther gal in charge of Mag,
Captain Dick," Bob Jones suggested.
Yellowstone Dick shook his head.
"I don't think that would be a good idea. Mag is very
changeable, an' she might take a notion ter set ther gal free.
Then, ag'in, she might kill her. I ain't quite bad enough ter
kill a young an' putty gal, like she is. She'd make a rousin'
good wife fur some man, yer know."
Arietta now walked over to where Wild was sitting in the
coiner.
"There she goes, by her lover!" exclaimed Jones, as he
started for her.
"Let her be there," called out the leader. "I don't know as
it will do any harm. It'll make Young Wild West feel good
ter have his sweetheart by him· a while, when he knows he
ain't got much longer ter live. Is a good watch bein' kept at
both places?"
·
"Yes," came the reply from some one . .
"All right. I'm goin' ter turn in now an' try ter git some
sleep. Let ther gal be; but jest see ter it that she don't
walk out."
Arietta now sat down beside our hero.
"I did the best I could, Wild," she said.
"I know you did, Et," he replied. "Don't Worry. We are
going to get out of this. Where are Charlie and Jim?"
"They left the camp just as the two hours were up, and I
followed them, but did not let them see me. I did not keep
up with them, and I had the good luck to find this place after
a while."
The two conversed in low tones, and aa no one undertook

to interfere with them she told him the whole story in as few
words as possible.
"Well," said he, "I guess they will come along pretty soon.
There is another way to get in here, according to what they
have been saying, and if they don't get in one way they will
ihe other. I would never have been caught if it had not been
for the crazy woman who calls herself the Cave Queen of the
Yellowstone."
The two sat there and talked under the watch of two of
the men and the minutes flitted by.
After a while they were startled by hearing a shrill yell
from the passage.
"Hip hi! Me allee samee goodee Chinee!" rang out, and
then there was a short scuffle and Hop was dragged in by
the villain guarding the gate entrance.

CHAPTER XII.
HOP GETS ALONG SWIMll\IINGLY.

Hop had no time to run back when he found he had been
seen.
So he let out the yell, as we have stated, and then promptly
gave himself up.
Charlie and Jim, from behind the rock, could see him as he
was set upon by the man with the lantem, but when they saw
the Chinaman throw up his hands in token of surrender, they
wisely remained where they were.
·
"Take it easy, Charlie," said Jim. "Hop will come out all
right. Now is our time to get inside the cave, I think. Come
on!"
·
It had nopped into Dart's head all at once, and the scout
jumped at the suggestion.
As soon as the light disappeared, which was right away,
they hurried to the gate and walked right inside.
This was a rather daring thing for them to do, but they
knew they must take desperate chances now.
As luck would have it, they found the way to that part of
the cave where the horses of the River Rangers were kept
in.
They could not have struck it better if it had all been
planned out.
"Now, then," whispe1·ed Jim, who had assumed the lead in
the matter, "we will stay here until things quiet down a
little; and then we will see what can be done. Ahl Hop is
trying to make himself solid with the villains, I guess. I hear
his voice. I wonder if we could not get a little nearer and
take in what is said?"
"I reckon so," ani;wered the scout. "Let's move over there
where ther light strikes through. It looks as though it
comes through a crack in ther wall."
Stepping noiselessly past the horses, they got over to the
crack.
It was not more than two or three inches In width at the
widest part and ran in zig-zag fashion.
The two applied thE:ir eyes to it, and then they could not
only hear what was bemg said, but could see what was taking
place, as well.
Hop was standing near the center of the cave apartment
and the River Rangers were gathered about him,
The faces of most of them wore smiles, for the Chinaman
was getting off some remarks that sounded very funny to
them.
He appeared to be very much fdghtened, though,
"He no likee," Ile was saying, as Charlie and Jim get theil.'
eyes to the crack. "Me comee 'long lookee for Missy Alietta
an' me findee allee samee gatee. Me t'inkee um gatee velly
funny so be, and me open and walkee in, allee samee Melican
man. Len man catchee allee samee 'fore me say Jackee Lobinson. Me wantee gittee ou~ee pletty euickee."
"You'll git out some tlme or other," answered Yellowstone Dick. "Bob, I reckon some one had better watch ther
gate. If they keep on comin' this way we'll soon have 'em
all, I'm mighty glad things is workin' so nice."
Jones seemed to be a sort of lieutenant, for he promptly
ordered a man to go on guard near the gate.
But they had been a little too slow in doing this, as the
reader knows.
·
·
"You velly nicee Melican mans," said Hop, waving his
hand around at the circle of villains; "me likee velly muchee."
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Then Hop took the hat from the head of the nearest man
He smiled faintly as he said this, and a laugh was proto him and carefully laid it over the ace.
voked right away.
"Eveleybody allee samee knowee um ace under um hat,
"So yer think we're nice, do yer?" Yellowstone Dick asked.
"Well, maybe yer won't think that way afore we're through so be," he said with a bland smile, for he was now quite
at ease.
with yer."
"Yes, I reckon there ain't no mistake about that," YellowThey had not taken the trouble to bind Hop. Probably
they thought he was such an inoffensive fellow that it was stone Dick answered.
"Allee light."
not required.
Hop helped himself to a hat from another man's head,
"Me likee showee lillee magic tlick," went on the Celestial,
not heeding the remark in the least. "Me gottee uncle in and this he placed over the card bearing the king.
"Now,"' said he, as he flaunted his handkerchief over both
China whatte velly muchee sma1tee, and me allee same likee
hats, "whichee hat um ace under, so be?"
my uncle; me velly muchee smartee, too, so be."
"That one, of course!" cried Yellowstone Dick, pointing to
Then he calmly drew a cigar from his pocket and asked
1 the one he had seen put over that particular care!.
one of the men, who was smoking a pipe, for a light.
"Eveleybody t'inkee lat?" and the clever magic;an looked
"By jingo!" exclaimed Bob Jones, suddenly. "That jest
reminds me! Ther heathen give me a cigar jest afore I around at the outlaws.
They all gave an affirmative answer.
left Young Wild West's camp to-day. I've got it in my
"Me t'inkee me puttee ace over !ere," and Hop shook his
pocket somewheres."
head, as though in doubt, and pointed at the hat that had
He soon found the cigar.
"I reckon you'd better give that ter me, Bob," spoke up been placed over the king.
"No, yer didn't!" came the retort from two 01• three of the
Yellowstone Dick. "Maybe ther heathen has got more,
villains at once.
though."
"Me t'inkee so; me lookee and see, so be."
"Me g-ottce justee one more," answered Hop, quickly, and
He lifted the hat, and there was the ace, sure enough!
he handed it to the captain before he could receive the one
"Me know me allee samee light," he said, with a smile.
Bob was about to pass over to him.
"But yer put ther king over there, an' ther ace here," said
Jones then lighted a match and gave the captain a light,
Yellowstone Dick, as he picked up the hat.
after which he lighted the cigar he had.
There was the king right before him.
Hop was given a match, and he, too, was soon smoking
"Great bullfrogs!" he exclaimed. "How did them cards git
away.
changed from one end of ther table to ther other?"
Jones did not smoke very long, however.
"Velly nicee lillee tlick," smiled Hop. "Now me puttee um
Suddenly there was a sharp hiss at the end of his cigar
and then a ball of blue flame shot out of it and exploded hats back, so be; len eveleyt'ing be allee light."
He dropped the hats back ove1· the cards, apparently just
with a loud noise.
He was so frightened ·that he fell over on the table, which as they had been at first.
Then he carelessly threw his big yellow handkerchief on
happened to be right beh:nd him.
Yellowstone Dick burst into a roar of laughter, while he the table, about half the distance between the two hats.
"Me t'inkee um cards allee samee light now," he sa:d.
held his cigar at arm's length.
"That's ther funniest move I ever seen yer make, Bob!" "Melican mans pickee up um hats."
The owners of the hats went for them.
he declared. "If mine is that way I won't git s'prised, like
As they lifted them from the table the River Rangers
you d:d."
"Me givee you velly finee cigar, so be," said Hop, shaking found that both cards had vanished.
his head, as though he could not understand why the other
had exploded. "Misler Jones mustee havee powder in um 1
pocket, and um "Powder mustee havee gittee in um cigar,
allee samee, so be."
CHAPTER XIII.
"Say!" cried Yellowstone Dick, as he checked his hearty
laugh, "where did yer git that cigar what yer :;ive ter Jones
THE SITUATION GROWS WORSE,
this afternoon?"
"Soldier man gives to my blother one day, so be; me stealee
The men in the cave looked at the table and then at the
fiom my blother. Velly funny cigar, so be."
"I should say it was! An' ter think that Bob should fall hats.
Both cards had certainly vanished.
ther victim of ther soldier's joke! I've heard tell of sich
"What's this?" demanded Yellowstone Dick, as he exthings afore. This beats anything I've seen in a good while.
Bob, yer might as well take it good-naturedly. It's what amined the hat of the man nearest him. "Ther cards must be
in here somewhere."
I calls a bully joke."
But there was no card there, that was certain.
"Ther heathen galoot knowed ther cigar was loaded when
He looked at the other hat, with the same result.
he give it ter me!" snorted Jones, savagely. "It might have
"Velly stlange," remarked Hop, acting as though he was
put my eyes out, if I'd been lookin' at ther lighted end of as much puzzled as any one.
that cigar when it went off."
Then he reached over and carelessly picked up his handkerThe victim of the joke had no sympathizers.
'l'hey all laughed at him, and the more he talked about it chief.
"Whew!" exclaimed one of the men, pointing to the table.
the more they Jaug-hcd.
"What do yer think of that, boys? There's ther two cards!
But there wa~ not one rif them but thought that some- They was under ther heathen's handkerchief!"
body had given the cigar to the Chinaman.
Sure enough, when the two cards were picked up they
It made it appeaT all the funnier to think that one <China- were
found to be the ace and the king.
man had stolen the loaded cigar from another, and had then
Hop had cleverly changed them as he saw fit.
given it to Bob Jones, thinking he was doing an act of good"Now me showee velly nicee lillee tlick," saicl. Hop, afkr
natured politeness.
the villains had recovered from their astonishment. "life
Jones soon cooled down.
likee havee you hat."
The captain was now puffing away freely, and so was Hop.
He spoke to a man who had a wide-brimmed hat, with a
"What did yer say about showin' us a nice little trick?" the very high crown.
former asked.
"All right," replied the owner, and he handed it over with"Me velly muchee smartee Chinee," was the reply.
'
out any hesitation.
"What kin ver do?"
Then he told them a great deal about his uncle in China,
Hop stepped to the table and picked up a pack of cards that wh:ch, by the way, did not amount to much, after all, and
was lying there.
proceeded to perform the time-honored magic feat of taking
He quickly shuffled them over and then pulled out an ace a lot of stuff from the hat that seemed as though it could
and a king.
never have had room to be in the hat.
"That's putty good!" Yellowstone Dick declared. "Show
The ace he laid at one end of the table and the king at the
us somethin' else afore I turn in fur ther night. It's gettin'
other.
"Eveleybody watchee um cards," he said, and everybody along towards twelve o'clock, I reckon."
"Allee light," answered the Chinaman. casti!U!'. another
did, for they were all interested in that sort of work.
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g-lance at Wild and Ari etta. "Me showe nicee lillce tlick. Me
inakee something velly funny. You gottee lillee piecee meat,
so be?"
"Meat? I reckon so. What do yer want with it?"
"Me showee pletty quickee."
"All light. Get him a piece of meat, one of yer."
One of them went and got a piece of raw bear meat and
brought, it and laid it on the table.
"Whattee kinde meat?" Hop asked, as he picked it up and
smelled it.
"It's bear, I reckon," replied the captain.
"Allee light. Now eveleybody watchee. Me makee piecee
bear meat allee samee turnee in um piecee bacon, so be,
allee samee pletty quickee."
Hop did not use his handkerchief fo1· this trick.
He saw an old newspaper lying on the floor of the cave,
and, p"cking it up, he shook it out to show it contained nothing, and then spread it out on the table.
As Hop spread out the paper he put one hand under it,
and with the other placed the piece of meat upon it.
Then he again told everybody to watch, and carefully
wrapped it in the paper, or he seemed to do so, anyhow,
which was just as good as far as the trick was concemed.
He took his t ,me about doing this, and when he was
through he handed the package to Yellowstone Dick.
"You say you givee me piecee bear meat; me no likee bear
meat, so me makee turnee allee same to piecee bacon."
The villainous leader of the River Rangers slowly unrolled
the paper.
When he got to the contents he saw it was a mther fat
piece of bacon, sure enough!
"Well, that beats me!" he declared. "You're a mighty
sl:ck Chinee, you are! I reckon I won't kill yer; but I'il
keep yer here ter amuse us. Of course, I know there was
some kind of a trick about it. But so long as we couldn't see
inter it it's all right. Boys, jest show him some place where
he kin bunk in; an' be sure that yei· keep a watch over him.
I 1·eckon he's harmless, fur I took notice that neither him
nor ther other heathen offered t er show a shooter when we
held up Young Wild West an' his crowd to-day. Jest keep
a watch on him that's all· an' if he tries ter git out jest nail
him good an' h~d."
'
·
Hop wa~ conducte_d to a co~·ner that was almost opposite
that m which sat Wild and Anetta.
[t was vel'y close to the opening that led to the qual'ters
u/" the Cav~ Queen, though, and the Chinaman was wondering
what was m there.
But it was plain that the villains did not mean to give h im
a ghost of a show t? cl? anything, for he was shown a bunk
and ordered to get m 1t.
"You stay right there till I tell yer yer kin git ouf!" said
the man who had been ordered to stand guard over him.
"All e": r1ght"
" ·ct
, .,a1 H op, wh o h a d reso l ve d t o ma·ke th·e
best, of 1tf and to trust to. luck.
.
.
F our o 1
p·1ssed on t 1e men remamed awake continually and th~. . rught
• Charlie ·and Jim were content to wait, for they k_n ew that
th~y wou_ld have a hard time of_ it if they tl'iecl to do anytlnng while the outlaws we1·e all m the cave.
So they got themselves into as comfortable positions as
possible among the hay that was piled in the stable and then
Charlie went to sleep leaving Jim awake to arou;e him at
·
th e 1east ch ance, or t'he least sign
of danger.
The River Rangers proved to be_ very vigilant that night.
~op never_ got the least opportumty to leave the bunk, and
Wild and Anetta were watched so closely that they dared not
move from the come~··
'!'hey were each given a blanket, but neither thought of
gomg- to sleep.
After what seemed to be a very long time the morning
came.
Jim was asleep now and Charlie was on the watch. ·
Yellowstone Dick was on the move soon after daylight.
He quickly aroused those who were asleep.
"Boys," said he, "I reckon it would be a good idea ,ter go
an' make a raid on Young Wild West's camp now. We kin
see what we're <loin' in thei- daylight, an' we ought ter clean
'em out easy, since there is only two there what kin put up a
fight."
Charlie promptly aroused him and told him what was up.
The River Rangers were soon ready to go, and when Charlie and Jim saw all but fou r, who were left to gua1·d the

prisoners, go out, they made up their minds that something
must be <lone.
CHAPTER XIV.
YELLOWSTONE DICK GOES DOWN TO DEFEAT.

As the villains left the cave Charlie and Jim decided that
they had better follow them and put a stop to the attack on
the camp.
Then they would come back and try and release the captives.
Having decided upon a plan of action, the two started out
·by the way they came in.
Luckily for them, the villains hAd not come in the stable
to get their horses, but chose to go on foot.
'fhey hurried along, and as they came to the trail they
were just in time to see the River Rangers cLsappear around
a bend ahead of them .
The villains had left the cave b.v a way that was unknown
to our friends, but that made no difference.
Charlie and Jim wanted to get to the camp first, since they
did not have their r~es with them.
Luckily, they found a short cut that would bring them there
in a hurry, and, running as fast as they could oYer the
rough ground, they made for the camp.
They got there just in time.
"Git your guns an' lay behind ther rocks !" Charlie called
out.
Charlie and Jim had bal'ely got theil' rifles in their hands
when a yell sounded from behind the rocks a short distance
away, and then the River Rangel's came rushing throu 0 h the
little pass.
~
"Give it ter 'em, boys!" cried the scout.
Crack!. Cl'ack! .
The Wmchester_ J?fles ?f Charli~ and Jim began to talk.
Pelt and Hart JO ned m the finng, and before the villains
could check th ell' rush toward the camp half of them went
do)vn. .
rhe Rtver Rangers answered the shots, of course, but they
fired ven1 wild and hit nothing but the rocks back of tl1e
ra)_F~~se ;1vho esc~ped bejng hit turned to flee.
The rE! w'el' onl th.
f ti1
bl
d I· ,
. . e 1 Y
ieethO
em a e to o t ns.
Di!kc~~~I
}~~~~'.le<l
at two of them \Vel'e Yellowstone
Clta·.1,1·1e .s a~
\ . ti1e 1n runnmg
·
· ., Jus
• r1"fl e tu hjs shoulan d r::useu
der. " ·· ·
He was going to fire but ch· nge I 1 ·. · l
"· ·,
.1
•.
a
t ll:s mim.
.
.
he· 'M~f~-ef 1 ~. 1; uJga;:t~e~\ tak~ YellowSt one Dick alive,"
He. p-rom»t· ly •·tarteJ to clo thl:~- t k.
....
t
. .. ·us.eel
· ,, to get to the camp 1s, a mg tl 1e san1e sl101·•
i:u
he .Jiad
'l"h
· t J'an· J1a1·l,J an <l less
• than a quarter of a mtle
·
c).
e scou
a\\"ay he' fo'u nd that he would be able t 1 d th
ff.
·
. .
o 1ea
em o .
hiJ!i- .,he tl.!!~hed towai-d th em one of th e men tumecl and saw
The outl:iw had a r:f'le, and he ptomptl y turned it upon the
scout and fired
·
·
.
.
The bullet went wide, however, and then Charlte paused
long e!}ough to return the shot.
Crang!
A h"
"fl
k th
·11 ·
l10 h cl t · cl
I10
·
thre~v ~~ his ea:!~ !nd fell~ am w
a
ne to s ot him
That left only two of those who had left the cave to clean
out the camp of Young- Wild West.
They were the two that Wild would want to take prisoners, if it were possible.
He ran on down and around to the trail.
"Halt! Hold up your hands!" he shouted, as he faced
them.
Yellowstone Dick and Jones p1·omptly obeyed, for the muzzle of Charlie's rifle was pointing right at them.
He walked up to them fearlessly and quickly relieved them
of their weapons.
"Now yer kin put your hands down," he said.
"You've got us all right," answered Yellowstone Dick.
"But we've got Young Wild West an' his gal, an' one of
your Chinamen where you'll never find 'em, if yer don't let
us go!"
"I'll take ther cha_nces on findin' where they are, yer
sneakin' coyote!" 1·etorted Charlie. "You jest head straight
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But the smoke soon lifted, and before Arietta, with her
cl'amped hands, could cut Wild loosC', the Cave Queen seized
het and dragged her across the cave toward the grated door.
She dragged A1·ietta along with a-ppa1·ent ease.
Young Wild West saw what was taking place thro:.i.d1 the
lifting smoke, and, bound as he was, he started after them.
Out through the passage they went, and out upon the ledge.
As Wild staggered through the gateway the rnpe about his
wr:sts became entangled upon a nail that projected from an
upright beam.
There was no smoke there, and he could see that the cm:1ed
woman meant to throw Arietta over the cliff.
Just then Arietta broke loose from the grasp of the woman,
who turned and darted back into the passage, for some
strange reason.
"Cut me loose--quick!" cried Wild.
The brave girl heard and understood.
The words seemed to rouse Ma11: again, and out she came
like an enraged tigress.
"Look out, Et!" cr:ed Wild, as the Cave Queen darted past
him.
The next moment the knife was knocked from Arietta's
hand and she was struggling to keep the enragerl woman
from throwin11: her over the cliff into the river.
Wild made a desperate effort, and tore himself free from
the nail.
But just then a shout was heard, and, turning, he saw Charlie and Jim comin11:.
CHAPTER XV.
With them was Dave Pelt.
The Cave Queen saw them, too, and she involuntarih· reARIETTA'S STRUGGLE WITH THE CAVE QUEEN.
leased her hold upon Arietta.
Then the girl broke away from her, and once more ma<le
We must now tum our attention to the prisoners in the
for Wild, picking up the knife as she did so.
cave of the River Ran11:ers.
Instead of trying to grab her again, Mag uttered a strange
lt must have been about half an hour after the biggest
part of the villains left the cave when the Cave Queen cry and ran for the niche where the ladder was.
Down she went with the agility of a squirrel.
came in.
By the time our hero's partners reached the scene she was
The woman· appeared to be perfectly rational, and, looking
in he1· canoe.
at the two prisoners in the corner, she said:
Arietta quickly released Wild, and, pausing Jon·Y enoug'h to
"Well, I reckon you're putty close to ther finish now. But
l'll give \~l' some breakfast, so yer k in pass in your chips give her hand a squeeze, the young deaclshot callecl out:
"Come on, boys!"
on a full stomach."
The three came clown and stood before the doorwav.
"You surely would not permit us to be murdered!"
"Where's Hop'?" asked the scout, us he dashed inlo the
Arietta 1·eplied, pleadingly.
The girl really thou11:ht that their case was hopeless now, passage.
"Hip hi!" came a shout from within. "l\ie aller s.J1n"e hel'e,
and she feared that her companions at the camp were doomed
so be. "Um Liver Lange1·s allee samee Jun lik,·e Sainmee
to the same fate that threatened her and Wild.
Hill, so be!"
But Wild, as usual, looked on the bright side.
Then all hands 1·an in.
"Perm;t yer ter be murdered, eh?" said the Cave Queen,
They found Hop in the center of the cave, a Lotlle in on6
speaking bittel'ly. "Why, you wouldn't be ther first ones as
hand and a tin cup in the other.
has been murdered, would yer?"
He had found the bottle in a little closet back of the table,
"If you would like to find out who it was that killed your
husband just let us go, and I will find him for you. I won't and when he discovered that there was whisky in it he decided to have some to steady his nerves.
have to go very far, either!"
Wild ran over to where his weapons lay on a stool.
rt was Wild who said this, and he spoke in such a cool way
He grabbed them up and then led in a search fol' Lhe fom
that the woman gave a violent start and looked at him.
"Do vou know who killed Phil Pa1·ker?" she asked, the men.
Two of them were found crouching in the stalile.
old blaze coming· into her eyes.
"Come out!" cried our hero. "Come out and J•;il·c up, un"I am sm·e I can lay hands on the man in a very shQrt
less you want to die. It is all up! Yellowstone Dick and
time," he retorted .
Bob Jones are all that are living of those who went over to
"You think it was--"
"Never mind who I think it was. You set us free and I clean out our camp, and they are prisoners!"
The men were l'ank cowards, anyhow, and now they tremam sm·e I can bring him to you-or take you to him, if you
bled like a leaf.
would like it better."
"Where are the other two, Hop?" Wild asked, as he
"Here!" spoke up one of the guards, stepping up. "Jest
stop talkin' like that, Young Wild West. Yer ain't goin' ter ru'bbed his wrists, to get the blood circulating -properly.
"Ley allee samee lun lat way, Misler Wild," and the Chinagit out of here, an' that's all there is ter it!"
At this juncture Hop crawled out of the bunk he had been man pointed to an opening that turned off from the part that
formed the stable.
in all night.
Our hero darted through, leaving Jim and Pelt to take
The clever Chinaman had slept very little, and now he
care of the two prisoners.
thought it was about time for him to act.
Daylight could be seen a short distance ahead, however,
Before he was noticed by the men guarding the cave he
and they made for the spot.
drew something from his pocket and lighted it.
They did not hesitate to go outside, and then they could
Then he tossed it on the floor of the cave, near the center.
There was a quick puff and the cave was filled with a dense see the trail but a short distance before them.
As Wild reached the trail a rifle shot sounded and a bullet
smoke.
Hop slipped over to the corner where the prisoners were. whistled over his head.
Cheyenne Chal'lie ·caught sight of the man who fired it.
He caught hold of Arietta and quickly cut the bonds that
held her hands behind her and then placed the knife in her He was leaning over a rock off to the right, at a distance of
about a hundred yards.
hand.
His rifle flew to his shoulder in a twinkling.
Then he started back, calling out loudly as he did so:
Crang!
"Hip hi! Evelybody gittee out, so be!"
"There is one more left," said Wild. "If he knows when
The men groped about through the smoke, two of them
rushing out through the way Yellowstone Dick and the rest he's well off he will keep right on going. Come on; we'll
go back in the cave, and then move on b~ck to the camp. The
had gone and the other two going to the stable.

fur ther camp yer was so anxious about cleanin' out jest
now. You hear what I say'! I only spared yer 'cause I
knowed Young Wild West would rather take yer alive. That
galoot w;th yer is wanted by ther crazy woman, I reckon.
She thinks he killed her husband, an' I'll bet he did, too!"
At this unexpected shot Bob Jones turnE'.,il a deathly -pale
hue.
Yellowstone Dick noticed the man's unusual pallor, and he
looked at him queerly.
"Bob," said he, "if I thought you killed Phil Parker I'd
k:11 you!"
"I-I-- " stammered the villain, trembling like a leaf.
'-You done it-ye1· know yer did!" cried Charlie, now quite
sure that the man was the guilty party. "I'll see ter it that
you're turned over to ther Cave Queen!"
"Mercy!" gasped the wretch, his knees trembling violently.
"Move on, lively now!"
As thev got to it they were compelled to step over the
bodies of their fallen companions.
Jim was waiting with the rest, he having decided to stay
there until Charlie came back.
"Jest tie 'em uo good an' hard, Jim." spoke up the scout.
"Ye've got important business on hand, you know."
That done, J im, Pelt and Charlie set out for the cave of the
RiYer Rangers, leaving the prisoners in charge of Hart.
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Cave Queen is still at large, and it is most likely we will see fur a whole lot. I won't begrudge ther rope what shuts off
something of her again."
my wind, fur I've been a bad man in my day!"
They went back to where Jim and Pelt were guarding the
Wild turned to Yellowstone Dick after a while and said:
two prisoners, and then all hands set out for the cave, after
"Do you mind telling me how far it is to the nearest town
first giv;ng the horses belonging to the River Rangers their or settlement?"
liberty.
"Bull Neck is ther nearest place, I reckon, an' that's jest
about twenty miles from here."
"All right, then. I guess we'll go to Bull Neck."
CHAPTER XVI.
Breakfast was eaten in silence.
After the meal was over our }J.ero turned to Pelt and Hart
and asked them if they would mind doing some digging.
CONCLUSION.
.
·
:fhey said they 'iould not. .
Mag, the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone, had a faraway
Well, those bod.es out the1e have got to be cove1ed, I
lcok in her eyes ,vhen she got into her canoe and pushed.
~uppose.. You ~ad better call your darky to help you. He
out into the ciear water of the river.
it was evident that another change had come over her, 1 ~s a~out _the laziest fellow_ I _ever saw. All_ he has been domg i~ lymg around here m idleness ever smce he has been
and that she did not know just what to do.
But finally the old feeling came upon her, and she started here.
Anclrew Jackson Bones took the hint and went at work
up the river for the grave of her husband.
It ,ms quite a long time that she remained there, and when without delay.
Wild and nis partners then escorted the girls to the spot
she got up she did not go back to her canoe, but started
where the Cave Queen and the man she had wreaked ventl.rough the woods toward the camp of our friends.
But before she had gone far she heard rapid footsteps geance upon lay cold in death.
Charlie had brought a shovel with him, and, without any
coming that way.
suggestions from any one, he dug a shallow grave beside the
Instinctively the woman hid herself in the bushes.
The next minute the figure of a man wearing a hunted ex- mound.
Then the body of the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone was
pression on his face came in sight.
laid to 1·est beside that of her husband.
It was no other than Bob Jones.
The body of the villainous man lying near by was then
He never thought he was going to meet the one he dreaded
buried and. then our friends went back to the camp.
most in the world.
Shortly after noon that day our friends reached the little
On he ran, not hearing light, but swift, footsteps behind
settlement called Bull Neck.
.
him.
Their prisoners were turned over to the authorities there
Jones kept on until the first thing- he knew he was _at the
very g1·ave of the man he ha~ murdered-murdered Just to and duly placed in the lockup.
Wild told the story oE their adventure with the River
steal ftom him what he had m t~e way of ":'ealth.
. "Phil Par~er's grave_!" _he ex~Ja1,med, ~peaking alou?. "He Rangers, and there was no one to doubt them, for all there
1s dead _all nght, _and I !nlled h!m. ~ wi~h I could kil! that knew of them, and many of them had seen the Cave Queen·
.
c~·azy ,w1ct?w of ~1s, fur 1f I don t shell , kill me some time, I in her canoe.
Nothing was evet heard of the one man who ma<le his
.
.
. 1
s ~ose. I 11-- · .
fhere w_as a shnll s3:ine,c that pierce~ his ;1ery_ heart, and escape from the cave, so it must have been that he fled to
then a flymg figure, with streammg han· behind it, flew out other parts.
Pelt and Hart continued on their way, the darky going
.
.
.
.
of the busl~es.
A gkammg kmfe flashed m the rays of the mornmg sun, with them.
an¥h~h~urder of Phil Parker was avenged.
Then the Cave Queen of the Yellowstone threw herself on
the "'rave and lay like one head.
"
Young Wild West and his companions reached the camp
in quick order.
The first thing they learned was that one of the prisoners
•
had escaped.
l t took less than a minute to understand it all, and then
Wild and Charlie, who were bent on recapturing Jones, set
out in the direction he had taken.
In a 'few minutes they found him.
At first they did not see the woman lying face down on
the grave, and when they d'd they were surprised.
The tale was told, for they saw the knife lying near the
woman's side.
Then our hero walked over and touched the prostrate
woman on the shoulder.
"Charlie, I g11ess she's dead!" he said, speaking in a low
tone, as though afraid to rouse her to life aJ;1:ain.
Charlie walked over and made a quick examination.
"She's dead, all right, Wild," he said solemnly. "She
wasn't killed, either, 'cause there a;n•t a mark on her."
The two now wended their way back to the camp.
''Couldn't yer catch Bob Jones?" asked Yellowstone Dick,
who seemed to be more interested than any one else.
"Ye::;, we caught him," answered our hero. "But some one
caught him before we did, and a knife was used on him. The
Cave Queen of the Yellowstone fixed him!"
"'Where is Mag now?" the leader of the River Rangers
asked.
"She is lying dead on her husband's grave."
"What!"
"That's right. But Jones never killed her. Death came
to her after she gained the revenge she has been looking for
so long. She is better off, for she was not accountable for
the way she acted."
"Poor Mag!" said Yellowstone Dick, the tears coming to
his eyes. "She was a good gal, an' so was Phil Parker a
good man till he got in with me. I reckon I'm responsible

As Wild had found the money that. had been taken fro~
them on the person of Yellowstone D.ck, and had turned it
.
.
over to them, they were happy.
And so ends the story of Young Wild \\7est and the River
Rangers.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST'S
COWBOY CALL; or, ARIETTA AND THE SMUGGLERS."

REAL RATTLESNAKES BOTTLED
Detectives Schneider and Chuven entered the
home of W. A. Bevan, an electrical engineer at No.
4720 Franklin Street. Immediately they saw a row
of dark bottles ,upon a shelf. Schneider, scenting
illicit liquor, made for the shelf and opened one of
tho bottles. The next instant he dropped the bottle
and leaped clear across the room.
From the bottle where it lay on the floor came a
hissing rattlesnake. "Don't get excited, gentlemen," said Bevan. "'!'hose are just a few pets I
have around here to keep me company."
Schneider and Chuven found that the remaining
bottles on the shelf contained lizards, horned toads,
mice and other reptiles and rodents. Elsewhere
were found several dozen bottle~ of freshly brewed
liquor and a jar of mash. Bevan was held for violating the Prohibition Law.
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FROM ALL POINTS
RABBITS BRTNG WEALTH
Demands from Eastern concerns for unlimited
quantities of rabbit pelts. has revived a former
industry in Northern Michigan. One concern notified commission men that it is in the market for
10,000,000 rabbit skins during the 1919-1920 season. Farmers' children in farming sections who
have decided to fill small orders are sendjng their
addresses to the Department of Agriculture, which
transmits such information to fur and pelt dealers.
State and county officials are encouraging the killing of rabbits, which were numerous and destructive
in agricultural districts this summer.

DESTROYER BUILT IN 45 1-2 DAYS.
The construction of a 1,200-ton, 35-knot destroyer
in 45 1-2 days is something which calls for congratulations to the yards at Squantum, near Boston. The keel of the "Reid" was laid Sept. 9. She
was launched Oct. 15, and on Oct. 31, after undergoing a test by ihe Government Trial Board, was
accepted. The "Reid" is driven by turbines of 30,000 horsepower at a speed of 35 knots. She is
named afte1· Captain Samuel Chester Reid, a naval
officer who won distinction in the war of 1812 when
in Fayal Harbor he won a fight against absurd
odds.
BONDS FOR SHELF PAPER
How $1,000 of Seattle improvement bonds, bought
by a son for an income for his mother, were used
by her to paper pantry shelves was disclosed when
some of the mutilated bonds were brought to the
office of City Treasurer E. L. Terry to see if they
had any value. According to the story told Accountant A. B. Lund, the bonds are the property of an
elderly woman who has been living alone in Seattle
several years. During a long illness five or six
years ago she is said to have suffered a temporary
lapse of memery, and when she 1·eeovered apparently had forgotten everything about the bonds and
their value.
I
PAID $15 FOR A SEAT TO SEE WORLD COME
TO AN END.
Charles Johnson, sixty-five years old, a farmer,
living at West Salem, Ohio, was in Cleveland the
other day with a reserved seat ticket so as to be in
the front row when the world can1e to an end.
After going to a house where the "beginning of
the end" was to be staged and finding no one there

had even heard the end was at hand, Johnson complained to the police.
"Two men came to me last Saturday, and sold me
a reserved seat for $15," he said. "They told me all
the members of my religious belief were to wait
for the end in Cleveland.!'
GRAPEJUICE USED AS SUBSTITUTE FOR
WINE.
Grapejuice made its appearance for the first time
in Nevada as a substitute for wine in cornerstone
layings at Gardnerville when the cornerstone of the
new Masonic Temple at that place was laid.
Everybody is familiar with the time-honored
ritual used in laying most all cornerstones when the
presiding officer baptizes the stone with the "cora of
plenty, the oil of joy and the wine of mirth and happiness." Of course there isn't t1nY "wine of mirth
and happiness," in Nevada any more. At least
there isn't supposed to be.
But, nothing daunted, the Masons chose the next
best thing and used the pure juice of the g"ape, !1ot
the kind that the old Persian took along to the wilderness with his lady love, his loaf of bread and his
book of verses, but that dark-colored heavy kind
that has had the buzz taken out of it.

HEATING RIVETS BY TOUCHING THEM
In an effort to overcome the many difficulties involved in heating rivets previous to their being
driven and riveted, an American manufacturer of
electi·ical equipment has recently designed an electric rivet heater which embodies low first cost with
simplicity of operation, fool-proofness of construction and maximum efficiency. This is accomplished
in the following design:
A transformer rated at l 5 kilo'Vatts is mounted
on angle iron legs, which may be fitted with wheels.
At the front of the transformer, two copper bars
are fitted with heavy air-cooled electrode blocks of
cast copper, and under these is another copper
block which acts as a support and electrical connection for two rivets in series. When the rivets are
stood up on the block and the electrodes are allowed
to drop on the head of the rivet, the circuit is completed and heating begins. The two electrodes may
be raised independently by two foot pedals, gravity
being sufficient to lower the electrodes when the
foot is removed.
A primary tap switch mounted
on the back legs of the machine gives all the variation needed for different lengths and diameters of
rivets and rate of heating desired.

•
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"We'll soon see," replied the detective confidently
and he boldly entered the place.
There were a few sailors sitting around.
Gilligan was behind the bar, and a roughlooki ng
-ORfellow stood leaning up against it talking to him.
The man's red face whitened when he saw the
The Adventures of a Young Millionaire.
detective.
"Why, hello, Mr. Sharp,'' he exclaimed, '' How
By DICK ELLISON.
are you?"
Billy thought he looked scared.
''Barney," said the det ective, ··what have you
(A Serial Story)
done with that young man who came in here last
night?''
CHAPTER XXI (Continued ).
"Young man? What do you mean?'' demanded
Tom now became seriously alarmed, for Frank
crimp.
the
least.
at
him
for
company
been
had
'·You know very well what I mean," retorted the
The worst of it was he had no matches.
In some mysterious way the boss's son seemed to detective. "No'.v, look here, Barney, lie was seen
to enter here. He has turned up missing. Not the
have disappeared .
first case in c01111ection with your joint. Ring off!
Butler
Billy
time
the
about
just
This happened
was explaining the situation to Jack Sharp, the Give him up, or-- "
"Why-wh at! Oh, say!" stammered Gilligan.
detective.
··It is just as I tell you,'' said Jack Sharp, 1owerYou
"
"And so that's the story," said Sharp.
his voice. "If you don't give up I'm going to
ing
was
Foster
Frank
street
r
say it is to No.-Dove
that old matter with the police. Come now,
up
rip
going?"
Barney! No nonsense. You have got to yield.''
"Yes."
"Wait," said Gilligan, and he opened a door and
"On what business."
'Joe! Oh, Joe!"
shouted:
frqm
stolen
"He is after some papers which were
looking boy of about Dilly's age apslouchy
A
a
was
thief
the
that
heard
He
his father's desk.
fellow named Tom Magnus, who was stopping there peared.
"Look after the place .. , said Gilligan, and putting
under the name of Edwards."
his hat and coat he said shortly:
on
"Did he have much money with him?"
me."
"Follow
I
much.
how
know
"He had money but I don't
whispered Jack Sharp to Billy as they
win,''
''We
You
much.
very
so
been
have
could
it
don't think
see, judge Blackman up at Crossdale seized all followed the man out on the street.
Without saying a word Barney Gilligan led the
Boss Foster's property_:,
around to the old warehouse, and unlocking
way
me
tell
'' Yes, I heard about that. Say, Butler,
took them to the head of the cellar stairs.
door
the
to
going
you
told
Noble
one thing, is what Randal
got me by the short hair, " he growled,
"You've
back?"
property
his
get
to
Foster
Frank
help
"I don't know. It didn't seem to have anything when he unlocked the cellar door. "I can't do a
thing.
to do with that matter, as far as I could see."
"Come, tell a fellow what it was," said the de- · "You'll get yourself a reserved seat in the electective persuasively. "It may have someUi.ing to do tric chair if you keep at your tricks much longer,"
with Frank's disappearan ce. I may be able to un- said the detective shortly.
"Frank Foster! Come up out of there!' he
derstand it where you can't.··
shouted.
Thus urged, Billy exhibited the confession.
"He can't. He's tied," muttered Gilligan, and as
"Gee! But won't this set tongues wagging!"
to make him out a liar just then a young man apif
inforof
bit
that
se1l
cried the detective. '· I could
at the foot of the stairs.
peared
money,
good
for
papers
York
New
the
to
mation
" That's Tom Magnus!' cried Billy.
Butler."
Tom looked disgusted.
"1 hope you won't do it, then!"
Do I get out now, Barney?" he called, evidently
''
confi"Of course not. You have given me your
to come upstairs.
afraid
Come
respected.
be
shall
confiden'ce
clencc, and your
on!·, cried Jack Sharp. .. Barney is down
"Corne
done.''
be
can
what
see
will
We
a!oni;r.
and out on this deal. I'm the whole cheese now !
"Where? To Dover Street?"
is Frank Foster?"
Where
keeps
"Yes. I happen to know the party who
if I know," replied Tom. "If you can
'•Blamed
forget
you
don't
that .ioint. He's a bad one, and
here then yo u will do more than I
down
him
find.
him
make
will
which
string
a
pull
it; but I can
can. But you better come down and have a look."
dance, and don't you forget that, eithe1·."
"What in thunder do you mean?'' growled GilliIn due time they reached Barney Gilligan's.
"Have you done him, den?"
gan.
can
"I
Billy.
.. It looks like a bad place,'' said
not hing. We got loose from our ropes, and
"Done
night."
at
there
in
go
would
hardly think that Frank
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a match in order to find it he discovered that he
was in serious trouble.
The water had penetrated into his pockets. His
match-box was only a leather affair, the matches
were all soaked, and would no longer light.
So Frank failed to find his hat, and, ,vorse still,
he now had no means of lighting his way, nor could
he without help from above get back into the cellar.
Frank shouted for all he was worth, hoping to
make Tom Magnus hear, but the iron plate proved a
perfect sound deadener, and there was nothing doing in that line.
But Frank was not the boy to stand idly there
over his shoes in warm water which most unfortunately for him, was not hot enough to hurt him.
Something had to be done, and Frank started ir
to do it, but by this time he was so mixed up tha·
he did not know in which direction the river la~
until it suddenly occurred to him that the way thE>
water ran indicated that.
As he advanced the water grew colder and colder,
and also higher and higher.
Evidently the tide was coming in through the
mouth of the sewer.
Frank was a fair swimmer only. He knew that
he could never swim under water long enough to
get out of the sewer in case it filled up entirely,
so he soon gave up all idea of esc~pe in this direction and turned back.
Soon he found himself kicking against the wreck
of the ladder, and soon after that the water grew
still shallower and uncomfortably hot.
Frank thought that it must be the waste from
some factory. Suddenly he came up against a brick
wall. He had reached the sewer end.
CHAPTER XXII.
He was now able to stand upright, and while gropabout for the side walls he discovered a ladder
ing
Underground.
Adventures
A Young Millionaire's
leaning against the wall on his left.
He tested this as best he could, and feeling as:
Where, sure enough, was Frank?
The sudden vanishing of the boss's son must' ~0"7' sured that the thing would bear his weight, he
climbed to the top and came up against wooden
be explained.
between which were floor boards.
·beams
the
by
and
water,"
"running
his
Frank followed
Still doing it all by feeling, he discovered a bolt,
aid of his matches found the iron plate and lifted
· and was able to make out the outlines of a small
it up.
,
The first time it fell back into place the instant trap-door.
but even
gingerly,
very
bolt
the
at
worked
He
Magnus
Tom
crash
he let go of it, which was the
so his efforts must have served to dislodge the ladheard.
The next time he raised it the thing seemed, der. It appeared to be slipping, when suddenly the
to stand firm enough, Frank thought he would bolt came out of its fastening, and the trap-door
venture down the ladder and have a look along the fell.
Frank had just time to clutch the floor boards
old sewer, ;for the water did not appear to be at
when the ladder slipped from its place and went
all deep.
He had scarcely got half way down the ladder down with a crash, leaving the boy hanging bewhen the whole thing suddenly collapsed, and at tween the watery sewer and unknown regions above.
And now, of course, there was nothing for it but
the same instant the plate fell a second time.
cilrri.b up, and this with some difficulty the boss's
to
the
of
out
was
he
that
Lucky was it for Frank
managed to do.
son
the
on
him
struck
ever
had
thing
the
way, for if
But it was only to find himself still a prisoner.
head it would have been all day with him.
The floor was solid, but all around Frank were
As it was he found himself sprawling in wafer
wooden walls.
uncomfortably warm, but uninjured.
(To be continued.)
His hat had fallen off, and when he tried to light

Frank was looking for some way to get out. Next
I knew I heard him holler, and since then I hadn't
seen nothing of him, but it's as dark as Egypt down
here. Mebbe he's lying dead ~omewhere for all I
know; if he is it hain't my work."
This talk sent all hands down into the cellar in
a hurry, but the most persistent search failed to
solve the mystery until at last Jack Sharp's attention was called to a big iron plate set in brickwork
·
in the earth floor.
"What's this?" he demanded of the crimp.
"I don't know," replied Barney. "I don't know
nothing about the place."
"It strikes me that this plate may be what this
fellow heard fall," said the detective, and he looked
and raised it up, revealing an opening beneath.
But before he had a chance to examine into the
matter the plate slipped and fell with a crash.
"That's it!" cried Tom. "That's the noise I
hea1·d."
The plate worked on hinges, and when the detective got it upright again he ordered Billy to hold
it while he flashed his light down.
Below was an old sewer running under the ancient
building, also the wreck of a ladder lying in the
shallow water.
Caught in the wreckage was a derby hat.
"That's Frank's hat!" Billy cried.
"ls it, then," retorted Jack Sharp. "It is something to have found his hat, but where is Frank?"
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
GIRLS' GOT $1,700 IN SUIT CASE . .
Battere d and dilapid ated, a suit case was kicked
around Rockefeller Park, Cleveland, 0., all day. It
was in every one's way, and every one who came
.
along gave it a kick.
Then Bernice Drerer and Virgini a Ditoe came
along. Woman 's curiosi ty led them to open it.
There was some clothin g and $1,500 in Liberty
Bonds and $200 in cash.
Rev. L. D. Woodruff claimed it at Police Headquarter s, having lost it from his automobile.
BULLE TPROO F PILLB OX FOR GUARD IN
BANK .
A new protect ion against bank burglar s and auto
bandits , resemb ling a "pill box" on the Hinden burg
line, was installe d in the Pacific BanJi, 9th Street and
Seventh Avenue, New York, the other day.
A watchm an, armed with a riot gun, took his post
inside a bullet proof, cylindr ical shaped, steel plated
cage elevated above the desks on the south wall,
"·here a full view of the whole main floor can be had.
Three openings in the shape of crosse s-one in the
centre and one on each side-en able the guard to
see all points of the room from floor to ceiling.
DOG BARRE D FROM CEME TERY.
When a Beloit, Kan., residen t learned that Dr. D.
S. O'Brien had buried his dog, Jack, in Elmwood
Cemetery, petition s of protest poured in to the Council. The dog's body was -remov ed from the cemetery and reinter red in the doctor' s backya rd after
six attorne ys, a special referee and a Di:;;trict Court
Judge had looked up the law on the subject . Jack
died a year ag-o ,and his place was hard to fill, because he had a special chair and ate at the table as
if human. He was buried in a special coffin with a
silver namepl ate and went to his first resting place
under a pile of flowers. His former owner about a
month ago disinte rred the dog and buried it-in Elmwood Cemetery.
DISTIL LERY TO BE HOSIE RY MILL.
With the announ cement that the Highsp ire distillery at Highsp ire, Pa., which sent its produc e to
all parts of the world, will .be convert ed into a hosiery mill, the drys in this section are shoutin g, "I
told you so." The work of changin g the distille ry
into a knittin g mill has already been begun, and by
Jan. 1 the plant is expected to be in workin g order.
vVhen the disman tling of the old famous distille ry
v,as announ ced in this city one of the leading barrooms placed an empty Highsp ire whisky bottle

on the bar draped with crepe bearing the inscrip tion, "Look and weep."
I

A GOOD FOOD FISH
A fish abunda nt just now, indeed all throug h the
winter, but much less esteem ed than it deserve s io
be, is the silver hake, or whiting , also locally "frost
fish." That its Europe an cogene r is not despise d
is attested by the fact that about seventy million
pounds were landed in Englan d and Wales during
1913.
About two years ago the United States Bureau
of Fisheri es issued a circula r about this fish, in
part as follows :
"Now that the world is threate ned with a shortage of animal food, and is not only threate ned but
actually confron ted with excessively high prices,
it is little short of disgrac eful to permit this waste
of large quantit ies of an excellent foodstuff. It is
true that the whiting is being canned and frozen
in a few localities, but the capacit y of canneri es and
cold storage plants is limited and in demand for
other purpose s, and the consum ption of the fresh
and pickled fish is not sufficient to absorb the surplus. When fresh the whiting is a particu larly
good, sweet fish, but unfortu nately its flesh is rather ·
soft and it cannot be shipped to distant pomts in
good conditi on."
The whiting can be caught with hook and linebetter, however, by night than by day-fr om any
of the piers in the lower bay or along the ocean
beaches. Cut fish, especially herring , makes attractive bait. It can also .be S:Qeared. But the fisherman indiffe rent to sport may get it otherw ise. A
pair of rubber boots, a lantern and a crab net, constitute an adequa te equipm ent. Go into the surf
after dark, throw the rays of the lantern on the
incomi ng breaker s, and the silvery glint of the fish
will show where to use the crabne t. Particu larly
active individ uals may kick the fish up on the beach
and thus dispens e with the net.
In extrem ely cold weathe r the fish become numb
and are washed up on the beach and may be :picked
up by the hundre ds. It may be salted or pickled.
and thus kept indefinitely. Preserv ed in either way
it makes an excelle nt article of food. It may be
cooked by frying, broiling , boiling or steamin g, made
into a hash or a chowdi r.
It occurs commonly from New York northw ard.
It is normal ly a residen t of deep water offshore as
far south as Bermu da, but comes to the coast in vast
schools in search of food. It feeds voracio usly on
other fish, especially herring . Adults reach the
length of 18 inches, but the averag e fo,h of the costal
schools is 12 to 14 inches.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
FISHES UP SACK OF LIQUOR.
Hugh Brady, municipal grappler, who has
"fished" scores of bodies from the waters of the Willamette River, Ore., had a surprise recently which
made him groan. Several days ago Brady was notified that he likely would find a body in the river bed
if he searched for it. Brady searched, his grappling
irons firmly clutched something. Pulling. and tugging at his lines, lifting the weighty "body" from
sixty feet below, Brady puffed and wondered.
Here it comes-in sight-but-the bulky thing
was a gunnysack filled to the poopdeck with-bottled exhilaration. It doubtless had been "buried at
sea" by a mariner who expected some day to resurrect it. Then came a Government agent who carried the booze away, leaving Grappler Brady to hold
the sack.
HEN STILL ALIVE.
Buried under hay for 121 days and still alive is
the record of a big Wyandotte hen near Fontanelle,
Iowa.
On July 21, Ed. Rice filled his barn with hay and
the next day missed a certain hen which was considered the best of the flock. A search was made,
but the hen could not be found. On stepping into a
manger that had been .filled with hay, Mr. Rice
heard a faint squawk, and upon investigation found
the hen which had been missing since July.
Her only raiment was a few feathers on her neck,
and she was so thin and weak that she could not
walk. During her 121 days of imprisonment her
only food consisted of timothy and clover heads
which she could reach, and these she had stripped
clean. Although having a little food, she was entirely without water.
Mrs. Wyandotte is now getting food and water
regularly and gives evidence of regaining her size
and str ength and growing another coat of feathers.
NEW COAL DEPOSITS
Several new coal deposits have been discovered
in Southern Chili, according to reports published in
Las Ultimas Noticias recently. The first of these
fields is declared to be near a Union, where the quality of the coal is said to be excellent. Reports indicate that 400,000,000 tons can be mined and machinery is being installed for the purpose. In order to
facilitate the handling of the product a special railway is being constructed to Rapallo station.
Anothet deposit, in which the greater part of
the field is on the beach, has been found in the Department of Castro, where an analysis shows that
there is a residue of 9 to 10 per cent. of ash from
the coal. The coal from this region, on the northern
part of Castro Bay, is declared to be quite different

from that found in other sections of the State and
is unlike cannel coal.
The paper adds that the mines in the Island of
Lenny are being exploited with excellent results,
and that in a short time extensive operations will
be undertaken.
According to El Mercario, coal has been found
at a place called Mailer, six miles from the Central
Railway Station of Vladivia, and operations have
been started there. Little has been accomplished,
however, on account of the poor roads and bad transportation.
NEW THINGS.
A school to teach the arts, sciences and agriculture is planned for Iquitos by the Peruvian Government.
* * *
Attachments have been patented th'at permit the
use of anti-skid chains on automobiles using disc
wheels.
* * *
France is making extensive use of portable power
plants up to 50 horsepower that use crude oil for
fuel.
I
* * *
In a new electrically operated ironing machine
a flat iron is mechanically moved over a board, but
its course is directed by a hand lever.
* *
Holland has begun* to produce salt from wells
drilled experimentally in two provinces and may be
able to obtain enough for all of its needs.

* invented in Japan,
When water boils in* a *kettle
the bubbles hit metallic bars and produce musical
sounds.
* * *

A short distance range finder invented in Sweden
is as useful to surveyors as military men.
* * *
Paints that are said to be both fire and water
proof are made from the oil of a Manchurian bean.
* * *
Holders to make tiny electric lamps used on
Christmas trees resemble candles have been invented.
* * *
An electric pen has been invented by a native of
India that carbonizes paper over which it passes.
* * *
Sheep are used as beasts of burden in northern
India and carry twenty pound loads.
* * *
Bristles are set in the end of a new coat hanger
so it can be used as a brush.
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Surp1·ised and alarmed , they at once had the door
brnken in, when a ghastly spectacl e met their eyes.
Upon the floor, rnbed only in her night-dr ess and
g in a pool of blood, lay the heiress, dead;
welterin
Dy Kit Clyde.
while upon the bed in the adjoinin g room was found
the old woman, stabbed to the heart.
One morning , Mr. John Franklin , a wealthy citiThe police authorit ies were at once commun icated
zen of Baltimo re, received a letter informi ng him with, and immedia tely took possessi on of the apartthat his brnther ,vas dead and had bequeath ed his ments.
fortune and his only daughte r to his guardian ship.
Detectiv es were instantl y set upon the case, and
The news came to Mr. Franklin like a thunder - {n the course of a few hours the result of their inbolt.
vestigat ions pointed but to one conclusion.
His brother he had not even heard of, much less
Ii was her uncle who was the assassin .
seen, for nearly twenty-f ive years before, when he
The case against him was so clear that there could
, hardly exist a doubt of his guilt.
had emigrat ed to South America .
As, however , he had left behind him a fortune of
In the first place there was the clause in the will
nearly a million dollars, his brother at once wrote which named him as the heir in case of his niece
a reply to the adminis trators of the will acceptin g dying before the age of twenty-o ne.
the trust reposed in him, and inviting his niece to
From the evidence of one of the servants , it was
take up her abode at his house.
proved that two or three days previous ly the murA few weeks later the young lady arrived.
dered girl and he had a violent quarrel.
She was a tall, handsom e girl of probably between
She had accused him of appropr iating some of
seventee n and eighteen , but looking older.
the money given into his hands in trust to his own
She was attended by an old woman, a native of uses, and th1·eaten ed that if he did not make the
the place where shE! had been born, and who had amount abstract ed good before three days she ,vonld
been her nurse since infancy.
expose him.
Nearly six months passed away.
The three days had expired on the very morning
The young lady had a very reserved manner about on which she had been found murdere d.
her, and made friends with no one.
An investig aticn of his accounts showed that he
her
even
and
more,
no
but
polite,
She was icily
had abstract ed more than a thousan d dollars of the
her
of
awe
in
at
somewh
stand
to
d
appeare
n
guardia
girl's legacy.
imperio us temper.
Taken altogeth er, this was proof enough of a
forbe
not
motive, but a more direct p1:nof. of his acmust
that
possible
will
the
of
n
conditio
One
gotten was, that in the event of the testator s daugh- tually having done the deed was comi1:_o,-.
Entangl ed in the embroid ery of the murdere d
te1· dying 01· marryin g before the age of twentybrother.
his
to
nightrob e was found the missing stud.
1·evert
to
girl's
one, all the property v1as
very
were
Franklin
circums tance he could not give the slightMr.
this
of
Of
habits
personal
The
est explanat ion.
luxuriou s.
He seemed literally stl·ic:ken dumb with terror.
AlLhough manied several years, he had no childHis arrest followed, as a matter of course, and
ren, and O'·cupied a suite of rooms upon the same
was lodged in jail to await his trial.
he
floor as his niece.
befloo1·
the
on
The verdict of the public "as, without exceptio n,
The apartme nts of his wife were
him.
against
low·.
Only one person believed in his innocenc e, and
One morning after his niece had been an inmate
of his house for nearly a year, when his valet came that was his wife.
Althoug h their married life had been far from a
to assist him to dress, a valuable diamond stud he
be
not
could
one, she could not forget the days when he
evening
happy
had worn on the previous
at
agitated
and
her, and almost frantic with grief, she
annoyed
loved
muc{l
had
tly
apparen
and
found,
his loss, lVIr. Franklin had at last to go down to sought the aid of a famous private detectiv e.
In this, as in all other mysterio us cases, the only
the breakfas t-room without it.
await~
already
wife
his
way of proceed ing was to evolve a theory and then
Arrived there he found
apher
made
yet
not
had
set to work to prove whethe1· or not it was correct.
niece
his
ing him, but
In this theory the fundame ntal basis clearly had
pearance .
t.
The circums tance was singular , as the young lady to be that the accused was innocen
guilty?
was
Who, then,
was in the habit of rising early.
The answer to this question could only be gained
Inquiry also elicited the fact that neither had her
a knowled ge of the murdere d girl's history.
by
d
unforme
vague
attendan t been seen, and with a
was possible that the murder might have been
It
prowife
his
and
Franklin
Mr.
fear in their minds,
caused by jealousy , revenge , a hundred motives
ceeded to their niece's apartme nts.
than that of cupidity , which the governm ent
other
They found the door locked and the loudest knockes had taken as the true one.
detectiv
ing could elicit no response .
'l'HE CUBAN 'S REVEN GE
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By this time the bodies of the murdered heiress
and her attendant had been laid out for interment,
and the police authorities had given up their possession of the apartments.
The request of the detective, therefore, that he
might be allowed to examine the trunks and property of the dead girl was granted, and he at once
began his search.
For a long time his search was fruitless, and he
was almost beginning to despair, when in a secret
drawer of a portable desk, he found what might develop into a clew.
It was a portrait of a young man of about twentyseven or eight, a man with a dark, swarthy face and
a somewhat evil expression of countena_nce.
Encouraged by the circumstance, he redoubled
his exertions, and was once more rewarded by finding, in an interstice between the drawers, where it
had evidently been overlooked, a fragment of a letter.
It was but a few inches square, yet it bore the
signature:
"Your husband, Gonsalvo Fernandez."
With these in his hands, the detective jumped to
a conclusion at once.
The girl had secretly been married to the write1·
of the letter, and now wished to ignore the ceremony.
The husband, with his passionate southern blood
set on fire by the wrong, had resorted to threats,
and at last to murder, for revenge.
Retaining the portrait, his next move was to find
out if the original was in the city.
If he were, the case became clear at once; if h:e
were not, it was an additional mystery.
Inquiring at all the offices of the South American
steamships, he at last learned that a man answering
to the description had landed about a week previously, and much encouraged by this confirmation of his
suspicions, he redoubled his exertions to trace him
to his present place of concealment.
At last, after mall.y disappointments, he learned
that at the Hotel Espanol, a Cuban named Jose
Manuella, had been staying for the last two weeks.
His description tallied exactly with that of the
man he was after, and he lost no time in proceeding
to the hotel.
As he entered, the supposed Cuban was at _the
clerk's desk, and a moment's glance was sufficient
to show him he was the original of the portrait.
Crossing the room with i-apid footsteps, lie laid
his hand on his shoulder.
"You are my prisoner, Gonsalvo Fernandez," he
said, "I arrest you for the murder of your wife
and her servant.''
For a moment the Cuban stood utterly overcome
by surprise, but the next a long, keen knife had
flashed from his breast, and was poised above the
detective's head.
''Trapped!" he cried. "But I never will be taken
alive."

Already the knife was descending, but with a
rapid movement the detective stepped aside, striking the prisoner as he did so a blow with the butt
of his revolver upon the temple that felled him to
the ground.
The next instant the handcuffs were locked upon
his wrists, and as soon as he recovered consciousness he was placed in a hack and safely lodged in
jail.
For a long time he maintaine:l an obstinate silence, but at last he confessed that he was the husband of the murdered girl.
He had married her secretly, and upon her father's
death she had sought to deny the fact that she was
his wife.
Almost frantic with jealous rage he had followed
her to America, and when she still refused to acknowledge him as her husband, had committed the
murderous deed.
The diamond stud he had found lying upon the
floor, and thinking it might belong to some one in
the house, had picked it up and placed it in the lace
of her night-robe in order to still further divert
suspicion.
His precautions had been useless, however, and
two months later he suffered death upon the scaffold.
Mr. Franklin was at once released from his unjust captivity, and his wife and he, drawn closer
together by the terrible calamity that for a time
overshadowed them, have ever since lived in rejuvenated love and happiness.
89
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DOG SAVES 92 LIVES ON STRANDED VESSEL.
The ninety-two pas~engers and crew of the coas·tal steamer "Ethie" were brought ashore on a life
line, which was run out from the ship by a Newfoundland dog after the vessel foundered l!POn
·Martin's Point, N. F.
Boats could not make the hazardous passage from
the stranded steamer. An effort to shoot the line
·ashore failed when the line became caught. Men
did not dare attempt to swim through the turbulent
'waters, and so the dog was put overboard.
Directed by officers of the steamer. the animal
succeeded in releasing the rope, and, gripping it in
'his teeth, fought his way through the breakers to
the shore.
With block .1arid tackle the Ethie's crew, aided by
fishermen on the shore, rigged a life saving device,
using a boatswain's chair for a carriage. One by one
in this chair ninety-one of the ninety-two persons
aboard were hauled to safety. A baby, eighteer.
months old, was pulled ashore in a mail bag.
The Ethic, which ran between her,3 and Lahrack,1·
ports, went ashore recently during a gale wl1ile
bound south. The wreck was not reported. here UI\til the shipwrecked passengers and crew an-rved
from Bonne Bay, all wires having gone duWl\ in the
storm.
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ble of producing more than 12,000,000,000 tons of
fuel. The exhibit shows how, apart from its use as
fuel, peat may be spun into yarn, made into paper,
used for packing, etc. It is valuable as a preservative, as it contains large amounts of humic acid.
Ground up peat may also be used as a filler for
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waste for this purpose; also as a filler for stock
feed, such as molasses. Its manufactured products
include insulations, soundproof boards, paving
stones, and alcohol.
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GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

GRINS

..... ..

AND

CHUCKLES

"Better consider my course in efficiency training.
I can show you how to earn morn money than you
arc getting." ·'I do that now ....
She-I heard a noise very late when you came in.
He (facctiously)-Was it ihe night falling? She
(sternly)-No, it was the day breaking.

A letter written by Bub Walmsley, who lives a
Visitor-Your new house is very pretty, but yoa
few miles from Chestertown, Md., to George R. Rolwill
have trouble to do anything with the garden, it
linson, reached Rollinson this week, after having
is
so
small. Country Host-Yes, it is small; but
been '' on the way" for fourteen years. The letter
had been giving to a relative to mail. He put it in then, I shall put in folding beds.
his coat pocket and forgot it. The relative died and
the coat was sold to some one who found the letter
"You haven't charged me as much for repairing
in the pocket and forwarded it to the address just Ithese shoes as I expected," said the new customer.
fourteen years after it should have been received. '' Don't know about that, ma'am-I charge according to the size of the shoe," replied the cunning
cobbler.
Police one afternoon recently recovered $4,334
lost a week ago by Mrs. George Dzurniak,'of Sharpsville Street, Sharon, Pa. It was reported that a ten"Are you of the opm1on, James," asked a slim
year-old girl had picked up a package near the place looking man of his companion, "that Doctor Smith's
where Mrs. Dzurniak had been standing when she medicine does any good?" ''Not unless you follow
lost. the money. The police questioned a girl, who the directions." "What are the directions?" "Keep
admitted having picked up the money. It was found the bottle tightly corked."
in a coal house hidden in a box of apples. The child
said that her parents did not know that she had it.
"Now, if I were only an ostrich," began the man
The money was restored to the owner.
at the breakfast table, as he picked up one of his
wife's biscuits, "then-" "Yes," interrupted the
The development of motor truck transpol'tation patient better half, "then I might get a few feath is shown in the recent delivery at Milwaukee of an ers for that old hat I've worn for three winters."
all-stcd building, 90 by 80 feet. This was made by a
Youngstown, Ohio, plant on order of 'a large autoMr. Binks (whose invalid wife insists on boardmctile manufacturer and as it was urgently needed, ing)-Look here, now. The lVIedical Record says
motor trucks were used to expedite delivery. The nothing will improve a woman's health like sweepbuilding, in parts, was transported on two large ing, baking, bed-making, dish-washing, and polisht r ucks in three days, much faster than would have ing the silver. Mrs. Binks-Huh! You know very
been possible by freight; besides, two handlings of well you never got me any silver to polish. No wont he material were saved as it was possible to load der I'm sick.
the materia l on the trucks at the plant and unload
it at t he building site.
Employer-I caught you coming out of a saloon
to-day. Clerk-Yes, sir. Employer-Didn't I tell
The Commercial Museum of Philadelphia has been you I'd discharge you if I ever saw you coming out
holding a large exhibition to illustrate the possibili- of a saloon ag2.in? Clerk-No, sir. You said you'd
ties in t he utilization of peat. There are about 11,188 discharge me if you ever saw me going in. Surely
square miles of peat bog in the United States, capa- you can't blame me for commg out.
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
hills. Miss McGlochlin was ahead of the others
LIVED ON 60 CENTS
when she topped a ridge and came face to face with
presat
eggs
dozen
a
buy
to
The price that it takes
ent served to feed an entire family during one win- two large, full grown mountain lions and two kitter in Kansas. The story of how he brought his tens about twenty or thirty yards from her. She
family through a severe winter in the early sixties dropped upon a rock and tried to scream, but was
on 60 cents is told by W. B. Houtz, a Gary County unable to utter a sound. One of the kittens, it is
said, took a step or two toward her, and she started
pioneer.
Mr. Houtz found his capital 1·educed to 60 cents. to run down the hill, but stumbled over a rock and
A long family council was held to determine in what collapsed.
Her companions started toward town with her
manner this sum was to be disposed of in order to
sustain the pioneers until springtime. Finally it but were unable to take her all the way. One rewas decided that Mr. Houtz should spend the entire mained with her while the other two went to town
sum for powder and shot, buying considerably more and notified Mr. McGlochin, who took tl1e girl home.
The old lions apparenily made no effort to attack
powder than shot. Prairie chi::!~$,lS were plentiful
the girl, but went over the hill, followed by the kitin those days and othP:· game was far from scarce.
Mr. Houtz kep~ his family alive that winter on tens.
his 6? cen! ir..vestment. When the shot ran low hel Ti·acks of four mountain lions are reported to
substituteu gravel and many a chicken fell before it. have been seen on the Sulphur-Parshall divide and
. else,vhere close to Hot Sulphur Springs.
-----·
Miss McGlochlin, was able to talk the next day,
PLANS CUT IN LETTER POSTAGE TO A
but is still confined to her bed.
CENT. ·
Postmaster-General Burleston has approved
pending bills to reduce the rate of local first class
letter postage to one cent an ounce. A letter for
VICTORY MEDAL DESIGN APPROVED
delivery within the postal limits of the office in
medal of the World War, the design fo1· which
The
which it is mailed would take a one-cent stamp into the U. S. Commission of Fine Arts
entrusted
was
stead of a two-cent stamp.
of War in March, 1919, with supSecretary
the
by
Mr. Burleston has advised members of Congress
for the design submitted by
suggestions
plemental
that the present two-cent charge on that class of
completed by James E.
been
has
25,
June
on
him
mail exceeds the cost of handling, and that he recapproved by the
design
his
and
ommmends the reduction because he believes the Fraser, sculptor,
medal shows a
the
of
obverse
The
commission.
postal service should not be conducted for profit.
reverse bears
The
Victory.
typifying
figure
winged
The reduction of last July whereby letters went
Civilization,"
for
War
Great
"The
inscription
the
back to the normal rate of two cents and postal
Associated
and
Allied
various
the
of
names
the
with
cards to one cent, the Postmaster-General says, reMontenegro,
Japan,
Serbia,
Italy,
France,
nations,
and
mail,
of
sulted in a large increase in that class
Belgium, Brazil, Porhe believes one-cent local letter delivery would not Russia, Greece, Great Britain,
are grouped about
These
China.
Rumania,
tugal,
reduce the total postal revenue more than $14,000,which is superimon
States
United
the
of
shield
a
000 a year.
posed a lictor's fasces. The work will be carried
through to the completion of the master die by the
GIRL FRIGHTENED INTO LOSS OF VOICE. commission and the medals will be struck off at
It was expected
Florence McGlochlin, fourteen years old daughter the U. S. Mint in Philadelphia.
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. McGlochlin, lost her voice that distribution of the medals will begin soon after
through fright when she and three companions met Jan. 1, 1920. According to press report on Dec. 11,
four mountain lions on Potato Hill, two miles east however, inadvertent omission of Cuba from the list
of countries whose names appear on the Victory
of Hot Sulphur Springs, Colo.
She was taken home and put under the care of a Medal as having aided in the success of the Allied
arms has been called to the attention of the War
doctor.
The lions did not attempt to attack the young peo- Department, and Major Gen. Frank McIntyre, atple, but disappeared in the timber. Al McGlochlin tached to the office of the Chief of Staff, has been
organized a hunting party the next morning· and, ordered to make an immediate investigation of the
.with five of his best dogs, took up the trail of the matter. It has been intimated that steps will be
taken to correct the error, even though this will nelions, but did not find them.
Miss McGlochin, Miss Espey Gilmour, Frank cessitate a remodeling of the medal and the making
Frogge and Frank McQueary, Jr., were climbing the of another die.
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GOOD READING
WATER FOR LIQUOR
BEAR ME'AT'S WORTH.
Even bear meat is sky high these days. ·A few · Hundreds of citizens in Burlington, Vt., are in a
year s ago, Bruin was so common in Ladysmith, Wis., quandary not knowing whether to laugh or get mad.
that a big chunk could be had almost for-the asking. · They have on their hands cases of bottles marked
Two big bears were killed near here a short time bonded Cl:l,nadian Club whiskey and upon testing
ago and the c:;i.r casses_were brought to a local butch- the contents of the bottles have found nothing more
er . He got 35 cents a pound for the choice · cuts. exhilarating than plain H2O.
Water at $8 a quart is a luxury, but that is what
Sheep owners have suffered considerable losses from
the persons who ·bought whiskey from bootleggers
•
bear raids this fall.
have paid. It was found after investigation that
HAWK DOES STUNTS IN AIR IN IMITATION by mea~s of some instrument the bottom of t he
· bottle was removed, the whiskey poured out and
OF HUMAN FLYERS.
Are bil·ds j ealous of aii·planes '? Here is an in- water substituted. The glass was then refixed ~nd
stance which happened at Chautauqua, N. Y. the the cont:nts sold to th: owners as bonde~ Cana~1an
. · ~lub_ wh1s~ey. There 1s but one consolat1011. Cider
.
other day :
_is 8tl11 sellmg_at 35 cents a gallon.
nea-rly
town
the
over
circled
had
The human flyer
15 minutes when suddenly a pair of hawks appeared
at a great height close to the aviator and apparently, according to theii; position, intently watched the
latter's evolutions -i;hen imitated him.

SCENARIOS

How to Write Them

A FRESHMAN AT 70.
60 LESSONS
Price 35c Per Copy
60 LESSONS
Luke Dillon of Philadelphia, Pa., seventy years
64 pages of
contains
publication
handsome
fhis
old, will enter the University of Pennsylvtnia next
reading matter. It was written by one of t he most
scholara
earned
recently
He
year as a freshman.
.expert scenario writers in the wol'ld. Every know n
angle of scenario writing is explained. It teaches
ship offered by the Irish Press, published he1·e in the
_everything necessary to write salable scenarios.
interests of the Irish republic.
,~ ·, For Sale by All News-dealers and Booksellers
Dillon is the hish patriot who served foutteen~
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price, 35
years in a Canadian prison for dynamiting the Wel- -- ~cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will mail
" you one, postage free. Address :
land Canal in 1900. He was sentenced to life imprisonment, but was paroled and reh1rned .to his" : A7. J,ENARENS, 219 Seventh Av., New York, N. Y.
'.,-.-·•===================::!.I
~: ·
home here in 1914.
-
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"MYSTERY MAGAZ NE" "MovinU Pict11restories"
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY. 10 CENTS A COPY
Handsome Colored Covers-32 Pages of Reading-"Great
Authors-Famous Artists-Fine Presswork

It contulns e x citing und m yste riou s d etect i,-e ~tc.1:ies. sket ches.
n ovele ttes. se rial s und u !urge u mo u nt of oth e r Int eres ting matter .
.
Ur4~r u <:0 1,)Y fr o m tllis llst.
LATEST ISSUES No.
N o.
37 A DROP OF J::-,;K. by Lieu t.
45 "TBEJ MAGIC OF DETE,C'.l'TVE \YOO FANG/'. by
Robert W. W a rden.
·
Fr•nk \\' h!tfield.
3S THE TE:<I DOCTOR$, ll;r
"
.Allan Arnold Fox.
40 TJU; DE <'O'(, by William
39 THE ST.UN O!-, PAGE 61.
-

by Charles T. Jordan.
40 TUE MASKED MYSTERY.
by Pollce Serrennt K e ll.r.
by
H THE BLACK SOUL,
Beulah Poynter.
RY
42
si1t<;Jt~ ! O~bo~iie. William
43 THE MYSTERY OF THE
by
SHADOWS,
SEVEN
Chnrlcs F . Oursler,
H 'l'HE SIGN OF THE DRA·
GON , by C. Martin Eddy,
Jr.

.
Ilnml lton Oti h<nne.
II O CRIU WITII . 30
47 TJIT!J
R'J'EJPS. b y H.a..Jph D: Porter.
CLOCK
'1 'Hm
48 WIIEN
ST R U\'K 13. hy Dr, Harry

Tliut on.
49 A PIECE

Oil' BLOTTING
PAPJ~R. by Dorothy Weber .
GO THE $200 ,000 MYS'.CERY., by
Eth!'! Itose U1.nn .
51 "Tlll0 CASE OF DOCTOR
HRICE," by l\:tary R. '.P.
IIatc h.

The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 52 is
"THE PHANTOM MOTOR," by Laura Reid l\fontgolrtery
FRANJi

TOUSEY, Publisher , 168

\ V. 23d St~. N ·e w . Y0rk -+Cit·y .

A Weekly Magazine Devoted to Photoplays and Players

PRICE

SEVEN CEI\TTS PER

COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
32 Pages of Reading. Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers. Out Every Friday
Ench numbe r rontuln s F ive Rtories of
Scr eens- Elr g ,rnt H alf - to ne Keen es fr om
Article" .About Promiuen t P eople in
Actors and Actresses ln t he Rt ud los and
Lessons ln Scenario W r iting.
THIS

th e BPst Films on tlle
th e Plass- Interesting
the l•'ilrus-Doings of
W h ile l'i cture-ma king-

LITTL'.E l\IAGAZINE Gl\'E S YOU l\IOR.E FOR Y OU R
l\lONEY THAN ANY OTHElt Sl'.\IILAR PUBLICATIO:S ON '.l.'llf: l\lARKET !

ll s authors a.re the very bes t tha t m oney run procure · !ts
profu se illustrations are exqnisltc, nud It s special Rrticles a r~ by
the greatest e:i.:perts in th eir partic ular lin e.
Buy a copy Now from your newsd eal e r , or send us 7 cents in
money or postage stumps. and we will mail yo u any number
you desire.

HARRY E. WO LFF , Pub., 166 W. 234' St., New York City
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HOW TO REDUCE
I
YOUR WEIGHT
A

Are you one of the98% who

didn't finish High School? If so you
are badly handicapped. Without this
training you are barred from a successful business career, from the
leading professions, fro.n well-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fact from all
worthwhile positions.

GET IRIS
TIUllNliaG

You don't want
to be handicapped
nor do you have to
be. Let the American School give
you the training you missed. Our

NOWZ

Sl l\1PLE,

S AFE,

R E LIABL E

WAY

People who are overburdened with tat
know onlv too well the discomfort and ridicule I.bat ·overstout people have to bellr. Yet,
mo~t fat people may easily reduce their
weight by the new system.
It you are cal'ryi ng around unhealthy !at
you are unnecessarily weakening your vital
organs and are carrying a burden which
destroys the beauty of your figure.
T.bere is no need ot anyone suffering from
snperftuous !at. Reduce your weight lu n
simple, safe and rel!al>le way, without star·
vn.tlon diet or tiresome exercise. Spena some
lime clailv In the open air, breathe deeply
and get from the druggist a small box ot
o!l of korelu capsules; take one after each
meal and one before retiring at night. Also
follow the other s!.mple directions. You
may eat nil you :ueed if you chew you r food
thoroughly.
If you desire an Interesting booklet. "Reduce Weight Happily," write to Koreiu Compun_y. N.A.-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.
,veigb yourself once n week so as to know
just how fast you are losing weight. and
don't leave off the treatment or even skip a
single dose nnt!l you are down to normal.
Oil of koreln ls absolutely harmless, is
plensnut to take, and helps digestion. Even
a !ew days' treatment has been reported to
show a noticeable reduction in weight, foot steps become lighter, your work seems easier
ancl more buoyant feeling takes possession
o! your whole being,

00
-

fi51e
Suit
MADE TO
MEASUIE

Denver,

Preaald

TOBACCO

High School Course covers every subject
taught in a resident school. It will broaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and
capable and fit you to earn a higher
salary. You can complete the entire
course in two years.

Test this Course at our expense.

Take ten full examinations, then:; you don't
feel satisfied you are not out one cent.
Training alone will make you master of your
work, able to think and act for yourself
and competent enough to secure and hold
the position you want, Whether you lack
High School training or specialized instruc•
tion NOW is the time to get it.

=~--~~~~:--::-a.!T-=
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Dac:dllo I. C. Ll!PL 1457 . _ . llay A-ao. llltwaalM. Wla

BIG DEMAND FOIi
Sl:ILLED WOIHCEIIS
The demand was never greater for skilled
workers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never hil{her-the opportunities
never greater. Tram and get into the game
for all it is worth. We 11uarantee oatiofac•
tion. You do not risk one cent. Check and
mail Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free Bulletin.

BOOK: ON

DOG DISEASES
And How to Feed

A MERICAN SCIIOOL

o, COSIIIHPONDI NCI

Dept. H-631

Chica110, lllinoia

Tell me how I can fit myself
for the position marked X:
.... Riirh School Graduate
..... Electrical Engmeer
.....Telephone En1rineer

..... Shop Superintendent
..... Lawyer
..... Busi_ness Manal'er

:::::t~~~ni;n
... "Buildina Contractor

:::::~~~i\
:d Public Accountant
..... Stenographer

:::~~~:~:wd:~:er

:::::i~~:-tbfi:JJ~:T~eer

Structural Engineer
:::::Mechanical Enaineer

0

... "Bookkeeper
•.... Fir~ lnsuranc~ Adjust er

Name ................................................................................._

••dNA 1IY

l,[&1184 tree to • .,.
tile ..&.utltor

;•erin's
Pit1eer
H. CLAY GLOVEll CO., lac.,
101 M1lli1iaea 118 Wat 31st Street, New Yerk

HAVE ENHGY AND
AMIITION TO DO THINGS
MAN
A
B
E
Ener vln• strengthens every muscle a nd org an
In the body, will give you Health, Vim &
Vigor. One month's treatment mulled sealed
for $2.00. Money back 1f not satisfied. Write
tor pnrtlculnrs.
E ner vlne Co., R-1000 s. Gr on, Oak Park, Ill.

.

BLANK CARTRIDGE
PISTOL ~ Only

soc

For protection and 1port, enry mu and

boy 1hould haH 0110. Order al enc.. Gel
an ..uaerlu.n 1!11 FREE. Money r efunded

AdCres:fl .....•••,...................................................................-

K 8~f:i, c,., 1400 ,,.uway, Now York Clti

Jud JOW' name-, 11nd we will Mnd
yoo 2' ot our Art Pletane W d.ltpo,e '11. on IP•dal a/fer at ~
ea.eh. Send ua 1.b.e SS yoa col·
lect: 1111d we will &encl \W1 new
U1l'proYed K. D. L. Phonorrapb
and a telection of 6 records ftaa_

E. D. LIFE, Dept. 1T46 CIIICAGt

:~.~FREE

CUT YOUR OWN HAIR
EASIER THAN SHAVING

60 Days'Tria?

PRICE TO INTRODUCE
ONLY

$1.00

Send only 10 cents ln cash or stamps and your waist
moa.surement. U:oon receipt we shall immodlately send

~:;,:::c;!c~.i:

Hi'h'b \fj_~

1

AU~g

0

11

a8iTe;£tenf~
;:;d; ~o~1r!'It;~
URf', and fl Te minutes a tter you recehe it yc,u can haTe 7our liair
cut better thn11 it was ever cut before.
Tke DUPLEX will cut as closely or trim ao Joni; u you wish lt
to. NG clippers or scissors are needed witb the DUPLEX; it £lntsite1
the work completely. It cute tile front hair !OD&" and the back balr
abort. 'I'rima around the ears, etc.
J1>sir!e of a very 1hort tlme you will hon to pay $2.00 tor the
~~P;Ji~c.';~f
a13:::u!"..!i;~Ot 1!:t
a~u$n~se3;,~~oc~~~·t~
<mt and ind it with ONLY $1.00 ad we will oead you the DUPLEX
AUTOMATIC XAIR CUTTE1t reai7 tor lutallt u1e, po1ta.r• paid, to

f~l;•

any

addres1.

,:!~•

&lllND TODAY.

.lGENTS W.ANTBD,

DUPLEX Ja'G, CO,, DoJt, lt, Detroit, Kio),..

LI

The llerculex Co., 1416 B'way, NewYork,Dept.lt

MUSICAL-Continued
HAVE YOU SONG POEMS? I have best propositloa.
R&y Ribbelor, D104, 4Ul0 Dickens Ave., Chicago.

PERSONAL

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th Street, New York City,
or 8 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.
AIDS TO EFFICIENCY
FOR THE HEAL TH

BE AN EXPERT PENMAN. ;,;cw d,•vice guides ;-our
hand. Corrects your writing fn one weC'k. No failures.
CompJ«::te outline l•'rec. Write, .Perfect Penmanship Inslltute. 39, St. Louis.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to s ccut·e publlcatlon. Submit poem3 on any subject. Dt·oadway Studios, 165C,
Fltzgerald Butlcllng, Nrw Yorli_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

INGROWING NAILS AND CHILBLAINS CURED. No
knite, no pain. Remedios sold on trial, quick relief.
,Yrite Eugene Eaton, Dept. 55, Brandon, Oregon.
GEO . REYNOLDS, who weighed 240 Jbs., wns cumbersome. aiUng and uneomfortabJc, reduced hls weight
to 1iG lbs. at rate or one pound daily by usine OU ot
Koreln. Obto.inablo at busy drug stores everywhere in
America.

AGENTS

FOR SALE

make big profi t selling our extracts. perfumes, cold creams. face 1>owtlers, spices. medi cine-s,
etc.; beautiful high-grade Une; e•clusivo territory;
sample soav free.
Lacasshm Co., Dept. 259, St.
Louis. Mo.
AG EN TS-Marvelous dye soap; brilllar.t fast colors;
quick, bie vroflts; $75 weekly on repeat orders; women
amazed; buy regularly; Egyptia11 Queen Dye Sonp a
wonder; dyes silk, cotton, wool one minute; absolutely
ditTercnt; beautiful rotors. light or dark; no boiUne:
will not stain hands; ucrfect results; no experience necessary; all or spare time; write to-day; wonderful otrer;
other valuable products. A<ldress Peerless Products Co.•
Dept. 500. 61 S \V. ,Jach.'"!;OD Boulevard, Chicago, 111.
HAMILTONS TRAPPERS LURE. Lures all kind of
game. Box 25 ct3., five $1. A11mts wanted. Hamilton Mtg., 1{arnea City. Towa.
NEW CARBURETOR FOR FORD CARS. "Simo!o, not
a moving nnrt. installctl tu thirty minut.es, gua.rantee<l to double your mileage and stut in zero weather
without heatln&' or priming. Hi dars' FREE trial. Our
St. Louis mac sold 2,000 in 8 months. Salt Lake City
man made $1.200 In ono week. \\~rite U. & J. C&rburetor Co., J. 501 '\\'. Jackson Bl-rd., Chic&i:'O.
500 AGENTS WANTED AT ONCE for l.11tchell'a !l!aglc
Marvel \Yashfug Compound, 200o/e1 profit. enormou~ reJ>eater. ,vashes clothes SJ>Otlessl;, cJenn 1n ten to ft!teen
minutes. One thousand other uses in every home. .Astounds and delights e-rcry woman. Nothing else 111te
a. Nature's n1ighttcst clminscr. Contains no Jye, lime,
acld or wax. l,'ree samples furnished to boost sales.
,ve -positively guarantC'O the snlo of C'vcry paC'ka:rc. Ex·
elusive territory. OWN YOt:R OWN Hl'$C.'/F.SS. You

SILi{ REMNANTS. Largest pacl;;:ai:es yet ofTered. Square
or sta.rnp~d satin free with every packa:-e. 12 cts.
Mfirs. Arency, Portland. l\Ie.

AGENTS,

~~08°\a!~n m~ nu~ak~5e~f ~~n?;ee !;~b;l~ ~~A v~::t
Hurry, hustle, grab this cbanre. L. Mitchell & Co.,
0

0

l)eok 328. 13!2-lal4 E. 61st. C'bleago.
$3-00 TO $500 a rear is being made by scores of men aud
women selling ·white K Laundry Tablets. \Ve start you
tree. Sentl for free sample and aeent'!I offer. L. A.
Knl~ht f"t, .. 144 }fn.rkPt St.. 8t. Louts. Mo.

ART AND DEN PICTURES
ORIENTAL DANC[R; she does roal Salome wl~gle,
!<e~lcd 2j cts. I£amlltoh 1\Hg.• Barnes ('it~. I o ~
R~AL PHOTOGRAPHS. surQ to please. Seed 25 cts.
Bamil1on Cmnpan}', Barnes C'ity, Town..
BEAUTIFUL, fascinatinri den plcturC'~: hatlltng (irl~.
moJels. etc. Characteristic nooes. size GxS 1nchei; 15
all dJff'crPnt for $1.
Sathfacllon guaranteed.
B.
fi.obehak 'Bros., 2427 Coyne St., Chlrtlgo.
upM READY'' nnd "Miss Fatima" are ,.auUfuJ. fasC'inaling don pictures. size 8:..:G 1nchrs. B
for 25 cts.
n. Sobchnk Hroa., 2427 Coyne St., Chica o.
PHOTOS-That aro not only classy, but they are :ood
ones; 10 vrevaid for dollar bill. American ImportineCompany, DepL R. El Paso, Texas.

COINS AND ST AMPS
FREE.
freo

you a Genuine Sanden Elccb:io Belt. In a few hours
It will reoch you by parcel post. It you like It pay
the postman only $4. 75, and a Belt of $10 value will
be yours. " 7eir the Belt for GO days, and if satisfied,
recommend it to your friends. It not satisfied, return
the Belt to us 1.mmedia.tel.y and we shall return your
money as soon as the Belt reaches us. If you suffer
from debility, backache, rhewnatl.sm, dyspepsia, or any
troublo due to a run~down system. this ts an opportunity you should not tnlss. The Sanden Hercu1ex Bolt
ls U1e best in the world, and the offer wa make 1!
absolutely genuine. Uncle Sam wlll see that we cam
1t out and tllat you are protected.

Send 10 cts. for coin gu!cle and get old coin
Dureo. Dept. 89, 25 lfulberry St., N. Y. Cit.y.
STAMPS: 105 mixed, incl . l'hina. otc .• 2 cts.; Album
(500 pictures), S cts. Bullard, No. 20, St•. A, Boston.

Ht:LP WANTED
LADIES WANTED. and r.lEN, too, to address envelopes and mall advertising matter at home for large
mail order firms, spare or whole time.
Can make
$10 to $35 wkly. No capital or experience req;.!red.
nook CIXt>lalns everything; send 10 cts. to cover pos~e.
etc. Word Pub. Co.. Box 77. Tllton. N. H.
SECRET SERVICE OPERATIVES AND DETECTIVES
a.re in demand.
E:?.rn big money.
Travel everywhere.
Fascinating work.
Learn this profession by
homo study.
Particulars free.
American School ot
Crimin.oloiy, Dc1)t. M, Detroit, ~Uch.
BE A DETECTIVE. Ooportunity for men and women
for secret lnvestlgatlon jn your district. Write C. T.
Ludwig, 521 \Vcstover Bldiz .. Kansas City, Mo.
~!EN-WOMEN-GIRLS-BOYS over 18 needed for<lovernmcmt vosiUons, $92-$lti0. Experience unnecessary. List
openings Free. ,vrlte. Ozment, 149, St. Louis. He
rond1Jcted E,-:imin:1.rlcms.
RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTORS: Solendid pay and
expenses.
'frR.vel tr de~lred.
Unttmlted adnncemeut. No age limit. Three months' homo study. Sit·
ua.tion arranged.
Prepare for -permanent position.
1
\\ rlte for booklet C. Ji{. 101, Standard Business TrainIng Institute, nufl'alo. N. Y.
°CROCHETERS WANTED. No canvassin,. Stamped addressed envelope for riarllculars. Mrs. John Garrison.
101 ).brkPt F:tr<'et. Wll1iomsnort. Pn.
WERE YOU EVER OFFERED A GROCERY STORE?
You rin handl& Sui:ar, Flour. Canned Goods. Dried
Fruit. Coffe~ and rntlrc linP of Groceries, a.s well a.s
Paints. Roofing, Aluminum Waro and Automobile Oils,
wJth no rent to 1my; no money invested; take large
orclers from snmpks. Good~ are guaranteed and pro"fen
ouaJlty.
SeJllng cxperlcncc not Uf'rcc;,ary.
Steady,
}'lrofltable work for "workers."
Addrflc:.s, IDtthcockTT!ll Co., nont. 249, Chicago. Ill.
Reference : Any
Tiimk or F,~prfl~~ f ' o . ' - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - = c - ·
DISSATISFIED? Jlerorue e. Pro!es,loual Man. Big ln<'ome. eRGy work Hl' ort hours. Write to-clay. Blmn~T
Colleie. fJ7 Ann Rtrrrt. Tiept. K. Hartford. Conn.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We rev!1, poems,
wrile music and guarantee to St:cu.re vublicatlon. submit J)oems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
Fitzgerald Building, Nt!W York.
MARRY RICH, hundr~d3 anxll)US, dt?3crh>Uon ll~t froe,
satisfaction guaranteed. E:ielt.:ct Club, Dept. A, Em•
porln. Kansas.
LONELY MAIDEN, 26. would marry, "'rlte for picture. Box 150K, Syracuse, N. Y.
MARRY; MANY Rl't:H. Particulars for stamp. Mra.
Morrison, 3053 \Y. Holden St.. Seattle. \\'ash.
IF YOU W IUH a pretty and weallhy wife, write ma
enclosing a stamped enveJope and I \'t'ill answer.
Lillian Sproul. Station TI. Cleveland, 0.
MARRY: Names, Addres3es, ladies and gentlemen desir•
1ng early marriai:e 25 cts. Sweetheart's Marazine,
Bnme!I City. Iowa.
MARRY:
Thousands congenlal people, worth from
$1,000 to $50,000 seekiD&' earlY marriage, description,
photos. introductions free. 8raled. Eltlwr sex. Send
no money. Address Standarrl Cor. Club. Grayslake. 111.
MARRY. Most successful "Home Maker''; hundreds r1ch,
confhiential. reliable, years' experience, descriptions
free. "The Succe~sful Club," Box 556, Oa.kland, Cal.
GET MARRIED-Best Matrimonial Magulne published.
Mailed FREE. Many worth from $1,000 and upward
wanted to get married, elt.her sex. American Distributor,
Blairsville. Pa.

PHOTO PLAYS

LEARN TO WRITE PHOTOPLAYS. My hook tell•
how, wha.t, where to send, encourages. gives model,
co'lnlght and other pointers for 50 cts.
L. \V.
deFrntes. Dept. R. P. 0. B. H6l. "Roston. ~fnsi;.

SCIENTIFIC

YOUR LIFE STORY In the stars. Send birth d•te and
dime for trial readiug. Edcly, 840 East 55th, Cltlcago,
U. S. A .. .A,artment 7~.
ASTRO LOGICAL READING gken wiU1 Key to Health.
10 cts. birlhdate, worth $1. Joseph L. Devere, 123
w·est liactison Street. Chtrarro.
CHARACTER read from handwriting. Send dime for
trial readini and learn yoursel!. E. Jarvis, Box 1381,
Snit Lake City. Utnh.

MISCELLANEOUS

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure vubllcatlon. Sul,mit poems oc any subject. !:roadway Studios, 165C,
Fitzgerald Building, New York.
BOYS: 20 latest llot Air Cards with ble. bunch or
magazines. J)rlnted matter sent you for 13 cts., coin
or stamps. Emplre Supvl:, Company, 24 Norris Ave .•
Pawtucket, R. 1.
BOOl(S, PICTURES. Just what YOU want. Catalog
tree. United Sales (co .. RK. SpringHeM, Jll.
ELECTRICAL Tattooing Maehlnc. $3, $5 and $7. Catalogue ror stamp. J. H. Temke, 1019 Vine, K, Cinrlnnntl. 0.
LUCKY BRAZILIAN BEETLE SCARF-PIN. BeautiMUSICAL
ful shimmering colors. Xot an imitation. Very lucky.
WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write music. 50 ct..q, nostoaid. f"ordoy. 3201 Wash. Blvd., Chien.co.
guarantee nubllshPr's arceptanc~. Submit poems on "PICTURE of the Naked Truth.,. our latest novelty, 25
patrJotJsm. love or an~' subject. Chester Music Ca., 92 0
cts. D. fiobchak Bro!t., Dunning, 111.
So. Michigan A,;r., Snito 249. Chlc!!go, Ill.
STAMMERING
WRITE A 60NG-T,ovc, Mother, Homo, ChUclhood.
patriotic or nny subject.
I compose music and ST-STU-T-T-TERING and stammering cured at home.
Tnstructivo booklet free.
Walter McDonnell, 15
1n1arimtee pub1icatJon.
Send words tp-day.
Thomas
Potomac Bank Bldg., Wa<1hfngton. D. C.
Merlin. 293 Reaper Block. Cblca,o.

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. Wo revise poems.
write music and guarantee to secure publJcation. Submit poems on any subject. Broadway Studios, 165C,
Fit.,;gerald Butldin!l, Ne\Y York.
YOU WRITE WORDS FOR A SONG. We write the 1
music, publish and srcure a copyright. Submit poems
on any subject. The lfotroJlQlit-an Studios, 914. South
Michi~an Ave .. Boom H7, Chlca&o, Ill

TOBACCO HABIT

TOBACCO KILLS MANLY VIGOR. Quit habit easily,
Any form cured or no charge. If cured, $1.
StopJ
rraving: hnrmtess. FuH remedy on trial. Perkins Co.,
n-51. Hendley. Nebr.
TO BACCO or SnulT Habtt rurod o, no pay. $1 ii
cured. Remedy sent on trlal, Superba Ca., PC.
Baltlmore, Md

en -who
are Bald or
are Losine
Their Hair
0

CURED HIS
RHEUMATISM!
"I 1un eighty-three years old and I d oc- "
tored for r heumatism ever since I came out
of t he army, over 50 years ago. Like man y
oth ers, I spent money freely for so-called
'cu res' and I have reacl about 'Uric Ac.as•
u ntil I could almost taste it. I could not
sleep nights
or walk without pain; my
h a n ds were so sore and s ti ff I could not
hold a pen. But now I am again i n active
b usiness and can walk with ease or write
all day with comfort. Friends are suprised
at the change." You might just as well att empt to put out a fire with oil as try to
g et rid of your rheumatiRm, n euritis and
l ike complaints by taking t rnatrnent Ruppos·
ed to drive Uric Add out of your blood and
b ody. It took lll r . Asbelman fifty years to
find out fh <> truth. He \C'arned l1ow to get
rid of tbc true canse of b is rh Pumatism , other
d isorders and r ecover bis Rtrength from "The
I nner My s teries," now bptng dis trihuted fre~
b .v an authority wbo d evote<! over twenty
Years to th e scientific study of this t r ouble.
If an.r reader of thi s paper wishes '"l'be Inn er i\ly s terles of Rh eumatism" overl ooked by
d octors and scienti~ts for centuries past, simply send a post card or letter to H. P. Clearwater, 534 -E Stre<'t. If not a sufferer you rself. cut out this n otirf' and bh.ncl this good
n ews and o pportunity to .,;ome afflicted
f riend. .All who send will receive it by retllrn m ail witbout any ~a.rge w hatever.

FBl.~e~l!9Hitle!!
:1

almpllfl•d eyate rn h, world. Uaed In Arm • NaYJ',
_ eonrta; l,yprofeasion al and bus lnesamen an'/womoa.
1eereta rle~ atenoriraphers , t,piat 1- e.-erybodi; Inax•

per:~v:ru;l~s~~=:~ s!!!: B~~d~B;.;cbu:!t;ofor
0

k!NG INSTITUTE. EG- 103. Station F, New York, N. Y.

. h He Quit
Pl ay E1g t
c·1garettes
Instruments
No Study
Nece11ary
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mark1JaJ1 h1.itrumeut1 th•t anyone
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11r12au111t1 lllat tab 10:,n of atud7
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If you • • hot, tal1t • • IID,J roa 111~ reur bua<lJ ~
• ,rx,111 l!onc·•·l'b Oll• 111-,.n
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l'be Sonoubone Company
11 .. Nlllth 1\., t lABrHkb'n, N,Y.

Don't Ga Deal
A

simple, p erfectly safe, pleasant heme remedy
l,as been found to relieve catarrh with tenden cy t e
Jiead noises (buzzin)!, crackling, :-,mriag, et o,) and
.f.eafness. Amazing benefits r eporte~ Nature's trqe
r emed y i medicated herbal vaper- ne'-'hing to swal,
low: er J:>Ut in your esir, A preo_f package will ~e
m a1lert if yau send only 10 eta., sil ver or stamps, to
The Blosser Co., D A-104, Atlanta., Ga. P r ove for
:voursel! t his ie 11enuine; yeu found it at la.st!

"I ,rmoked clgarett~s ever since a boy,
From six to eight aaoks of tobacco I u secl

weekly,•' •tat es Mr, S , lI. ;Fergu Jon,

Cigarettes were dotnj me great harm. I
became so nerTous that
could n ' t lleep until
I Jmqked. Each morn ng I had an a wful
ta•te in 111Y mouth.
"Several times I tried to quit by wlllpewer, but it just s eemed t ha t I would co
wild if I couldn't bavo ol,:nr ettes.
"I had almost g iven up h ope of ever quit•
ting: until one day I s ent f or a free book by
Mr, Weed~ that told me what to do. .lfter
lear-.ng th& way, I quit e asily ln 3 da;v~
and haven't touched II cig:arette in y ear s. I
have gained over SO p ounds and cannot
praiae the method t1>0 highly ,
I 1ay to
every cig11rette smoker-if l,OU . oan't quh
without help g-et this book, ' se say• Mr,
Ferguaon, of Orumps Park,
The feregolog remarks are like those ef
many other 1I1en who have been freed freJll
t~e ba.bil of smoking clgareiies, plpo 81'
e,gan or who have been cbewln,: tobacco er
dio»illl? snulf exce1tjve1Y,
·

· Get tbls book, It ts tree l postpaid to 7•u.._
Cut tbis eut and sbow others.
Write at once to Edwar d J. Weeds, TC-1111..
Statton F , New Yori., N. Y,

Goitre

4

Let me tell you of my own case.
I was almost complet ely bald, and as
I had tried many tonics, lotions, etc.,
without benefit, I expected to remain
bald for the rest of my life.
But instead of baldness, I no,., have a
complete growth of hair upon my head.
This is all the mor e r ema rkable because
I am 66 vear s old.
The way that I obtained a perfect
hair growth was as simple as it was
astonishing to me.
While traveling I met an old Cherokee
Indian who gave nie a pomade or ointment to use upon my scalp. Although
my confidence was meager, I used this
compound. He told me it cont ained selected components from t he Three Kingdoms of Nature.
After several applications my look:.ig-glass revealed a slight fuzz. This
developed from day t o day to a healthy
growth of hair. Imagine my sat isfaction in being able ~ctual!y to br ush the
hair where there had been a bare scalp I
Yet it was true. Soon I was able to
comb it-and I have been able to do so
ever since.
I traded with the old Indian savant,
obtaining the recipe. It was crude and
the ointment was almost n auseating. So
l had it modernized, by a practical
chemist, holding to the original principle, and now from the recipe a cosmet ic
pomade is prepared. Men and women
have used it-and many a r e now doing
so. In numerous cas2s remarkable results are being reported.
This ointment contains no alcohol nor
anything else that has a tendency to
dry the hair, the scalp or the roots.
The wa-:, for you to prove what it
will do for you is t o t r y it. I will mail
you the recipe free of char ge. You!'
own physician will tell you that it i1
safe and you tnay obtain a supply from
the druggist. Or you may get it from
me. It is called Kotalko. A proof box
will be mailed, witli the r ecipe, if you
send 10 cents, silver or stamps, to
John :Hart Brittain, 150 East Thirty3econd St., BE-103, New York, N. Y.
fhis is a genuine announcement deroid of the lavish phraseology of the
1sual advertisements, but it means ex;i.ctly what it says, and I, being a pusi1ess man of good r eputation, 1tand
eady to vrove it to ;vo11.

Cured His RUPTURE

rr
l w a s b adly r uptured while lifting a ti ,mk
several years ago, Deet ers said mY only
hope of cure was an operation, Trusses
did ma no good. Finally I got hold ef 11omet hlng that quickly and compl etely cured
m e. Years have passed a nd the ruptl\re has
never r etur n ed, although I am de!ng hard
worlc as a carpenter, Th!lre was ne operation, no Jost time, no troublll, I hsr·I! RQthi l}g to sell, but will give full t:a rifl11,\ l!ll\
about how you m a y find a. \l!llJlP etii curil
withou t operation, if you Wrltc, t~ me,
Eugene M. PuUen, Carpen~e1' 6'1QF :t,{aroi,1lus .Av enu e, Mana!lqu an, , !r, Better out
out t his net!ce and 11hew t to fl.BY 9.ihera
who a re ruptured- yeu ma~ . eave 11, 1I e er
~!east 11tqp t ll11 n:i.i11@q gf r1mt~l'8 aa -~
-,.·ry aRd d!Ullif&l'

et a.a e..-U..

....

WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATEST ISSUES877 Youn" ~Yild \Vest and the Colorado Cow Punchers; or, Arietta
an (t the Dead Line.
878 'l:oung Wil(l West and ''Slippery Simon"; or, Trailing an
Outlnw King.
87!1 Young \\'H<.l W est Saving the Soldiers; or, Arietta's Great R.lde.
S&O. Young- Wild West's Cowl1oy Carup; or, 'l'he Trail That Led
to a Trap.
8S1 Young Wild ,vest's Straigbt Shot; or, Arietta and the 'l'ro.!n\Vreckers.
88~ Youug Wild West Alter the Arapahoes; or, The Outbreak on
1he Reservation.
S&: Young Wild West Beating the Boomers; or, How Arietta Exposed a FraL1d.
8&! Young Wild West ancl " :\Ionte Mack"; or, The Girl of Golden
Gulch.
;; Young Wild West and the Silver Seekers; or, Arietta's "Hot
L end Sauce."
88G Young Wilrt West 's Lively Lasso; and, How it Corraled the
Cowboy Crooks.
887 Young Wild West at Greaser Gulch; or, Arietta and the
Ma sked Mexicans.
888 Young Wild West and the Cavalry King; or, The Race With
a l:inLl Rider.

8S9 Young Wild West and the Sioux Scn'pers; or. HO\\ Ari, tta
Saved Her Life.
890 Young Wild West and the Rival Scouts; or, tbP. R~id of the
Cowboy Gang.
891 Young Wild West's Box of Bullion; or, Arietta nnd the Over-•
Janel Robbers.
892 Young Wilrl West's Bareback Beat; Ol', The Boss of the
Broncbo Busters.
!19~ You,,g Wild West at Fire Hill ; or, How AL"iettu Saved the Flug.
89-! Younv. " ' ilu West and the Gi·easer Giant; or, i\lexicuu lllike'8
l\listak(•.
805 Young \\"Del W est at Skeleton Rauc11: or. Arietta and the
Death Trap .
.
896 Young ,n1c1 West's Gold Grip; and How He Held the Chum.
897 Young Wild \Yest ancl tile Gray Gang; or, Arietta's Daring
DeYlce.
S!JS Young Wllcl West at L onesome Licks; or, The Phantom of
Pilgrim's Pass.
The preced ing numb ers are !or sale by all newsdealers, or will IJe
sent to any address on receipt o! price, 6 cents per cop:r, lu money
or postage stamps.
TIIE FOLLOWING NU)IBERS PRICE 7 CENTS:
899 Young Wild West's Bigge,,t Strike; or, Arietta ancl tbP Allan•

clon ed :'-line.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,

166 West 23d St., New York.

IF YOU .WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of these weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers_. they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write ol'lt
and fill in your Order and send it with the price of the weeklies y_ou want, and the weeklies will be ser.t t!! you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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BOOKS

NAPOLEON'S OR.1.CULUJ\l AND
NI\. 14. HOW TO lllAJtE CANDY.-A comNo, 31, HOW TO BECO)IE A SPEAK-·
Dl~E;~~l BOOlC-Centaining the great oracle plete hand-book for making all kind·s ot
ER..-Containlng fourteen illustrations, givof buman destiny; also the true meauing_ot candy, ice-cream, syrups , essences, etc .. etc.
ing the different positions re<1uisite to bealmost any kincl of dreams, together w1tlJ
No. 18, lIOW TO BJ<:COME B1':AUTIFUL.
co,ue a good speak~r. render ancl elocu tion ist .
..iiarms, ceremonies. and curious games of -One or tbe llrlghlest and most valua ble- Al so containiug- g<'ms from all U1e popular
cnrd ~
little books ever given to the world. E veryauthors of prose anu poetry.
No. 2. no,v TO DO TRICKS.-The 1-(r_enl body wislles to know bow to become beautllioo!, of magic and card tricks, contau~rng ful, both male and female. 'l'lle secret Is
No. 32. HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.full in>'truct·ion on all the leading caret tr1_cks simple, ancl almost costless.
Containing instru<'lions for beginners, choice
or the day, also the most popular magJCf!.l
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVEor a rnncbine, hints on training, etc. A
illusions ns performed by our ~ending magi- NING PARTY.- A complete compendium of · ~;fete book. ll'ull of practical illustra0
<'ian": every !Joy should oblarn a copy o! games, sports. card diversions. comic recitatbls hook .
tions, etc., suitablll for parlor or drawingNo. 35. HOW TO PLAY GA:UES.-A <'Om·
~. o. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and room enter tainmen t . It contains more, for
plete and usefu l little hook. <'Ontaiillng tho
,dies of flirta1 ion are fully explained by this the money than any book publlshecl.
rules and regulations of hilliarrls, bagatelle,
ll:t le book. l:le~ldes the various methods or
No. Zl. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-Tbe
backgamroon, croquet, dominoes. etc.
hanukercblet fan, glove. parasol, window most complete hunting and fishing guide
nnn bat fl!rt'atlon, it contains a full list or eyer pnbllslled. It contains lull Instructions
No. 36. lIOW TO SOLVE CONl'NDRU)JS
u,e language and sentiment o! flowers.
about guns, bunting clogs, traps, trapping
-Containing all tb ~ leading- N>nnndrums of
xo. 4, HOW TO D.\.NCE Is the title of and fishing, together with description of the clay, 811111 ~ing riddles, rurio·us cat ches
this little book. It contains full instructions game a nd fish.
ancl witty say ings.
in the art of dancing. etiquette in the ballHo. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.No. 38. HOW TO »ECO)IE YOC:R OWN
r ·,o m and at parties. how to dress, and full Heller's second sight explnined l>y his forDOCTOR.-A wonderful hook, containing
directions for calling oil' in all popular mer assistant, Pred Hunt, Jr. ExpJaining
useful ancl pra<'tical in!o'"llialion in tbr treatsqnare dances.
how the secret dialoi;nes were carried on bement of ordinar.,· disease~ and ailments romNo. 0 . HOW' TO )IAKE LOVE.-A com- tween the magician and the boy on the
mon to e,·ery famll~·. Ahouncling in n~efnl
plete guide to Jove, courtship and mnrrluge, st age; also giving all the codes and signals.
and effective rl'Cipes for general complaints.
· ·
·1 I
d ·
I
d tlquette to
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.givrng senS,' ea VLCe, ru cs an e
'.!'bis little book gives the explanation to all
No. 39. HOW TO Il.<\.ISE DOGS, POULhe observed, with many cu rious nnd Interest- kl d
! cl
TltY, PIGEONS AND RAUBITS.-A useful
ing thini;s not generally xuown.
n s o
reams, to~ther with lucky and
No. 6 _ now 'l'O BECO:\IE AN ATHLETE. un~uck,.r, daHys .W T"- W IT L
~d~ instructive book. llanclsomely illustrat0
1
O
--Glvlng full instrt1ction for th e use o!
• ~ "'
R
E
ETTERS TO
dumbbell s. !ndian clnbs. parallel bars. borl- GENTLE!\IEN.-Contalning full instructions
N&. 40.
HOW TO l\J.\KE AND SET
zontal bars and various other methods o! tor writing to gentlemen on an subjects.
TRAPS.-Including hint. on bow to catch
No.
211,
HOW
TO
BECOl\m
A
GY!IINAST.
m
1
s
1
tal
b
developing a good. healt y muse e; eon n- -Contain ing full Instructions tor all kind s
_o e , wease Is, o tt er, ra t s . squ i rrels ancl
Ing over sixty illustrations.
of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
hird8. Also bow to cure skins. Copiously
~ 0 - 7.
HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Ha nd - Embra<'lng thirty-five Illustrations. By ProilluS t ratecl.
som ely illustrnted ancl containing ful) In- fessor W. Macdonald.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK E:>i'D
~!ructions for the management and traming
No. 26.
BOW TO ROW. SAIL AND
lllEN'S ,JOKE HOOK.- Containiug a great
of tbe canary. mockingbird, bobolink, black- BUILD A BOAT.-Fully illustrated. Full
var iety of the latest jokPs usN! hv tbe most
bird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
instructions are given in this lit.tie book, tofamous end men. Xn nmateur niinstrels Is
:;\<>. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOgctber with instructions on swimm ing and
complete without thi s wonderful little book.
QUIST.-B.v Harry Kennedy. Ever;, lntelli- riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 42 _ THE BOYS or ~·E= YOR·~
g<"nt boy rending this hook of instructions
No. 21. now TO RECITt; AND BOOK
~"' "
"'
,·a n mastn the art, and create any amount OF RECITATIONS.-Contaiuirg the most STUMP SPEAKER.-( ontaining a varied as•
or fun for liims(•lt and friend s. ft is the popular selections in use, comprisi ng Dutch sortruent of stump spcP<·lles, .c\egro, Dutd1
gr~atest l,001< ever published.
dialect, French cllalect, Yankeo and Irl sb dinand Irish. Also encl men's jokes. ,1ust the
No 10. now TO BOX.- Tbe art o! sel f- lect pieces, together with rnauy standard
tbing for borne amusement ancl amateur
,forense maclo easy. Containing over 1hlrty readinjZ'S.
shows.
ll111stratlons of guardsl blo"·s. and the dill'erNo. 28. now TO TELL FORTUNES.No. 43. now TO BEC'O;o.?":;; A ~IAGICTAN',
cnt position of a good boxer. Every boy F.veryone is desirous of knowing what bis
-Containing the µ-randest 11ssor1 ment of
sl1oulcl ohtain one ot these useful and in - future life wilt bring !orth, "·bet.her bappirnagi<'al illusions CYPr pln<"P<l Iwfore the
stru,·ti'l"P hooks. as lt will teach you bow to n<"ss or misery, wealth or poverty. Yon cail
public. Also tricks with ,·artls, incantations,
hox without an instructor.
tell by a glance at this little book. Buy one
etc.
No. ll. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LET- and be convinced.
TERS.-A most complete little book, containNo. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN JN\'ENNo. 44 · HOW TO WRITE lN A.' AT,l11i:- fnll clirer·tions for writing love-letters, TOR.-Ever_v boy should know bow iavenBU~l.-A grand cnllcrtin n o( Alhum VPrsc~
nnd trbeu to use them. giving specimen Jet- tions originated . This bo<>k rxplalns tbeUl
suitable for an.v tim<' and occasion. emhra • ters for youni:- an<I old. •
all, giving examples In elect ridt:v. hydraullcs.
lng Lines of Lov<'. A ff Pd ion, ~<'ntimrnt. IlnNo. 1z. llOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO
t·
tl
t,
<:.b •
mor. Resp('('(. ancl Conclnletw<'. nlso ' ' crscs
LADIES.-Giving com plete instructions for ~i~~ne ism, op cs, pncuma ,cs. mr am cs,
Suitable for Valentines nncl \Yc<lrl ings.
writing letters to ladies on all subjects: also
No. 31,. ROW TO COOK.-O nP ot ,.ne most
No. 45. THE IlOYfi OF NEl\" YORK )TINlct ters or introduction, notPs and requ<'st~lnstrurtive books on eooklnµ- e¥er published.
STHEL GUIUE AXD ,JOI,E BOOK.-8omPNo. 13. HOW TO DO IT: OR. BOOK OF It r.ontains recipes for rooking- meats. fish,
thing new and wr,..- instrn<'ti..-e. Every ho.v
ETIQUETTE.-It is a great life secret, anrt game, and oysters; also l}ies, puddings~
sbonl<l obtain tbl~ hook. as il contains full
one that evc-ry youni,: man de~ir~s to know cakes and all kinds of pastry, and a grana
Instruction~ for organizing an amateur minall about. There's happiness In it.
collcctlruJ of recipes.
_
strel troune.
For sale b y all ne"·sdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt or prlce, 10c. per copy. or 3 !or 25c., In money or postage stamps, by
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